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Abstract 
 
 
A future air traffic management system capable of rerouting aircraft trajectories in real-
time in response to transient and evolving events would result in increased aircraft 
efficiency, better utilization of the airspace, and decreased environmental impact.  
Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) is used within a receding horizon framework 
to form aircraft trajectories which mitigate persistent contrail formation, avoid areas of 
convective weather, and seek a minimum fuel solution.  Areas conducive to persistent 
contrail formation and areas of convective weather occur at disparate temporal and 
spatial scales, and thereby require the receding horizon controller to be adaptable to 
multi-scale events.  In response, a novel adaptable receding horizon controller was 
developed to account for multi-scale disturbances, as well as generate trajectories using 
both a penalty function approach for obstacle penetration and hard obstacle avoidance 
constraints.  A realistic aircraft fuel burn model based on aircraft data and engine 
performance simulations is used to form the cost function in the MILP optimization.   
 
The performance of the receding horizon algorithm is tested through simulation.  A 
scalability analysis of the algorithm is conducted to ensure the tractability of the path 
planner.  The adaptable receding horizon algorithm is shown to successfully negotiate 
multi-scale environments with performance exceeding static receding horizon solutions.  
The path planner is applied to realistic scenarios involving real atmospheric data.  A 
single flight example for persistent contrail mitigation shows that fuel burn increases 
1.48% when approximately 50% of persistent contrails are avoided, but 6.19% when 
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100% of persistent contrails are avoided.  Persistent contrail mitigating trajectories are 
generated for multiple days of data, and the research shows that 58% of persistent 
contrails are avoided with a 0.48% increase in fuel consumption when averaged over a 
year.   
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
Air transportation is critical to the world’s infrastructure, economy, and quality of life.  
The impact of aviation on the economy is practically immeasurable due to the many 
indirect and direct influences that affect day-to-day life.  Now more than ever, 
households and businesses rely on the advantages and cost effectiveness of air 
transport.  Commercial aviation is used to facilitate global commerce, transport goods 
and people, and is responsible for countless jobs.  In 2007, civil aviation accounted for 
approximately 12 million jobs, $1.3 trillion of total economic activity, and made up 
roughly 5.6 percent of the U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [1].  The continued 
advancement of the global economy is intimately tied to the well being of the air 
transportation system. 
    Aside from the economic benefits, aviation negatively affects quality of life through 
noise and air pollution, land use, and climate change.  Emissions from airport arrivals 
and departures include particulate matter (PM), CO, NOx, and SOx, and a correlation 
between these pollutants and poor health around airports has been observed [2].  
Additionally, aircraft noise has been linked to a number of health effects including 
hearing loss and sleep impairment [3].  The effect of aviation on climate is caused 
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primarily from the emissions of CO2, NOx, and H2O [3], which are a function of the time 
of flight and the rate of fuel burn.   
     Increasing demand for air travel has pushed the utilization of the air traffic system to 
its limits, manifesting itself in a loss of efficiency, degradation of flight safety, and an 
increase in environmental impact.  In addition, increasing fuel prices are straining the 
current economic stability of the air transportation industry.  With a projected threefold 
increase in air traffic by 2025 [4], it is crucial to improve the current air traffic 
management capabilities.  If the air traffic system is not modernized, there is a risk of 
both an economic slowdown and an increase in environmental harm due to more 
delays, fuel consumption, and congestion.  This dissertation encompasses the 
development and application of a path planning algorithm to guide aircraft from 
departure to destination with the objective to minimize environmental impact and 
maximize fuel efficiency. 
 
1.1.1  Aviation and the Environment 
Aviation affects the environment through many different pathways including land use, 
noise pollution, local air quality, and climate.  Currently, its effect on climate is not fully 
understood, but there are concerns that aircraft emissions might play a larger role in 
future global climate change than originally expected [5, 6].  The three largest aviation 
emissions effectors on the climate are as follows: direct emission of greenhouse gases 
such as CO2, emissions of NOx, and persistent contrails [5, 6].  In general, persistent 
contrails are formed when an aircraft passes through an ice-supersaturated region in 
the atmosphere.  Although the absolute consequence of persistent contrails on the 
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environment is not known, there is evidence to suggest an impact exists [7], and it is 
predicted that persistent contrails have a three to four times greater effect on the climate 
than CO2 emissions [8].  
     According to the EPA Aircraft Contrails Factsheet, contrails are line-shaped clouds 
composed of ice crystals that typically form in the upper atmosphere behind jet aircraft 
engines [9].  The lifespan of contrails is short when they are formed in dry air; however, 
when formed in an area of the atmosphere where the air is supersaturated with respect 
to ice, the contrail will persist and grow in terms of its lateral coverage [10].  The growth 
of contrails form a layer of upper atmosphere clouds identified as contrail cirrus.  Line-
shaped contrails and contrail cirrus are composed of ice crystals that reflect shortwave 
solar radiation and trap longwave radiation [11].  The net effect of contrails is thought to 
be a climate-warming effect due to the fact that longwave warming dominates over 
shortwave cooling as a result of the small optical thickness of most contrails observed in 
field measurements [12].  The global impact of contrails is estimated to be 2-8% of the 
global radiative forcing [12].  However, it should be understood that the effect is greater 
in areas of high density air traffic.  
     Another impact on the environment from aviation is increased emissions due to the 
routing of aircraft around thunderstorms.  Thunderstorms are formed when an air mass 
becomes so unstable that convection occurs.  Convective weather is a disturbance to 
the NAS that has significant consequences not only in terms of safety and on-time 
performance [13], but also environmental impact.  Additionally, the accuracy and 
reliability of long-term forecast models for thunderstorms are not good, which cause air 
traffic managers to make conservative decisions in their routing of air traffic.  These 
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conservative decisions result in flight delays, including rerouting aircraft, ground holding, 
and en-route holding; all of which correspond to increased fuel burn, and in turn, more 
emissions [14].  The research described in this dissertation presents a path planning 
algorithm that efficiently routes aircraft around thunderstorms and areas of ice 
supersaturation to minimize both fuel consumption and persistent contrail formation. 
 
1.1.2  Path Planning for Air Traffic Management 
With the current capabilities of the Air Traffic Control system reaching its limits, recent 
research has focused on developing strategies to relieve some of the pressures air 
traffic controllers are facing.  Further research has focused on providing pilots and air 
traffic controllers more information on optimal flight routes around disturbances which 
have the potential to decrease safety and increase the environmental impact of aviation.  
Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA) have been proposed to reduce noise and 
emissions around airports, as well as decrease fuel consumption [15].  En-route traffic 
optimization has been investigated from a collision avoidance perspective [16], where 
the cost is a function of both fuel consumption and system throughput.  The remainder 
of this section will discuss the specifics of path planning research in persistent contrail 
mitigation and convective weather avoidance. 
 
1.1.2.1  Persistent Contrail Mitigation 
Persistent contrails are formed when an aircraft creates a contrail in an ice super 
saturated region.  Airliners fly an average of 15% of their time in areas of ice 
supersaturation [17].  Therefore, it is prudent to devise methods to avoid persistent 
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contrail formation, thereby mitigating the corresponding environmental effects.  The 
avoidance of persistent contrails is a relatively broad research topic, with strategies 
including novel engine designs [18], fuel additives [19], and aircraft design [20].   
     Operational strategies for persistent contrail avoidance have also been proposed.  
Klima showed that heuristic contrail mitigation strategies can reduce persistent contrail 
coverage [21].  For the case of individual rerouting (each aircraft is rerouted 
independently), persistent contrails were reduced 65%-80%.  For the case of weekly 
rerouting (custom routes are changed on a weekly basis), persistent contrails were 
reduced 40%-75%.  The contrail mitigation reroutes computed by Klima were computed 
at the flight condition for minimum drag.  Therefore, to accurately assess the 
cost/benefit trade-off the reroutes were compared to the route that minimized fuel burn 
(regardless of contrail formation).  This comparison resulted in a 55%-85% reduction in 
persistent contrails and a 1%-2% increase in operational costs.  Other strategies 
proposed by Klima include routing aircraft away from the humid tropopause, flying 
routes with less fuel burn, and choosing a more northerly route for transatlantic flights 
[21].   
     Because regions of ice supersaturation are very thin, it has been proposed that 
altitude change is the best method to avoid contrail production.  Mannstein et al. 
showed that small changes in aircraft altitude can significantly reduce the impact of 
contrails [22].  Williams and Noland also assessed the viability of altitude changes on 
contrail formation [23].  They found that restricting cruise altitudes reduced the amount 
of persistent contrails formed, but with a severe fuel consumption cost.  Fichter et al. 
found that contrail coverage could be reduced approximately 45% by flying 6000 feet 
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lower on average with a 6% penalty in fuel burn [24].  Campbell et al. used path 
optimization techniques and found that persistent contrails can be avoided during a 
specific flight for a 2.76% increase in fuel consumption [25], or 1.48% if only 50% of the 
persistent contrails are avoided [26].  This dissertation will assess the viability of these 
methods using optimization techniques based on a realistic aircraft fuel burn model and 
atmospheric data. 
 
1.1.2.2  Convective Weather Avoidance 
Convective weather avoidance research has primarily concentrated on improving 
decision-support tools to aid air traffic controllers in making weather related reroutes.  
Examples of such research include work done by Kuhn and DeLaura [27,28].  An area 
with increasing research interest is in the development of algorithms to aid in 
autonomous avoidance of thunderstorms.  Krozel developed an algorithm to minimize 
route exposure to hazardous weather by taking into account constraints on turn rate and 
aircraft dynamics [29].  Pannequin et. al used a model predictive control approach to 
find optimal trajectories around areas of static weather [30].  Their approach was 
formulated as an optimal control problem and included collision avoidance in addition to 
weather avoidance.  Recently, Nguyen et. al used a heuristic approach to search the 
state space for solution paths around convective weather that minimize heading 
change, altitude change and distance traveled [31]. 
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1.1.3  Path Planning and Optimization Techniques 
Path planning has been studied in many disciplines including robotics, watercraft, 
aircraft, and spacecraft [32-34].  Problems involving autonomous navigation around a 
field of obstacles have been formulated as optimal control problems [35], potential field 
problems [36], and numerical approaches such as pseudospectral methods [37] and 
nonlinear trajectory generator [38] have been studied.  Receding horizon control is 
another technique that has been employed in autonomous path planning research [39].   
Traditionally used in the field of process control, receding horizon controllers solve a 
trajectory optimization problem using different levels of resolution for the near and far 
terms.  In general, this reduces the computational burden of some optimization 
problems by compromising overall optimality. 
     Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) has been used as a technique in the 
robotics and autonomous navigation fields to find the optimal path through a field of 
obstacles [40-45].  In this approach, obstacles are included as a set of constraints, 
where each constraint defines an edge of an obstacle.  Each obstacle requires a set of 
binary variables for each obstacle edge for each time step, so the size of the problem 
must be controlled for reasonable computation performance.  Unfortunately, MILP does 
not scale well with the number of binary variables in the problem formulation, and it has 
been proved to be NP-hard in the number of binary variables [46, 47].  Several methods 
have been developed to mitigate the computational struggles of MILP optimization.  Earl 
and D’Andrea proposed an iterative algorithm to adjust the optimal route as it 
encountered obstacles [48].  Vitus et al. introduced a method called Tunnel- MILP which 
breaks the problem into three steps that are simpler to solve than the complete problem 
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[49]. Bellingham and Richards formulated the MILP in a receding horizon fashion, which 
effectively reduced the size of the problem by neglecting a detailed optimization around 
obstacles far from the aircraft [50].  Receding horizon MILP has been shown 
experimentally to guide an aircraft around obstacles in an online fashion [51].  Receding 
horizon MILP forms the foundation of the path planning algorithm developed in this 
dissertation. 
 
1.2 Dissertation Outline and Summary of Contributions 
This dissertation presents a path planning framework to deal with trajectory generation 
problems in the presence of multi-scale obstacles.  The problem of interest is the 
environmental impact of aviation, and the proposed algorithm generates an aircraft 
trajectory which minimizes fuel burn while mitigating persistent contrail production, 
seeks the most optimal route around thunderstorms, and avoids collisions with other 
aircraft.  The dissertation is organized as follows, with the major contributions of each 
chapter highlighted: 
 
• Chapter 2 introduces the atmospheric data used to model 
the environment in the path planning chapters of the 
dissertation.  It also discusses contrail formation, and 
provides details on the source of the relative humidity data 
as well as the persistent contrail formation model.  
Convective weather is addressed using an explanation of 
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how the radar data is obtained and how it is used in the 
thunderstorm model. 
 
• Chapter 3 shows the development of a three-dimensional 
path planning problem.  Much of this path planning algorithm 
follows from existing work [40, 41]; however, this chapter 
contributes a much more realistic aircraft performance and 
fuel burn model than previously employed, and analyzes the 
difference between quadratic and linear cost functions.   
 
• Chapter 4 presents a novel cost-to-go formulation that 
allows for the inclusion of soft avoidance constraints in the 
receding horizon MILP.  This chapter steps through the 
development of the algorithm and provides simulation results 
for an example scenario.  An analysis of the algorithm is 
conducted to describe how the running time increases with 
problem size. 
 
• Chapter 5 gives an analysis of how the receding horizon 
controller is sensitive to disturbances of multiple scales in 
the environment.  It looks at the effect of changing planning 
horizon size, execution horizon size, and time step size on 
the overall trajectory performance in the presence of 
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obstacles that are of different scales, and have both hard 
and soft avoidance constraints.  Lastly, a “best” receding 
horizon strategy is proposed, which can successfully adapt 
to a problem with multiple scales in the environment. 
 
• Chapter 6 shows the practical applications of this algorithm.  
The performance of the algorithm is tested as a technique to 
mitigate persistent contrail formation, and the results are 
compared to existing contrail mitigation strategies.  
Additionally, it provides simulation results for multi-scale 
scenarios involving both contrail mitigation and thunderstorm 
avoidance.  Lastly, this chapter presents other practical 
applications for this work including turbulence avoidance, 
sonic boom mitigation, and aircraft icing avoidance. 
 
• Chapter 7 gives a summary of this work, provides 
conclusions, and presents a list of future research 
recommendations. 
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Chapter 2 
Atmospheric Data 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains contrail formation and persistence, and presents sources of 
atmospheric data used for contrail and thunderstorm modeling.  Contrails are line-
shaped clouds that are produced by aircraft engine exhaust at high altitudes.  Once a 
contrail is formed, the evolution of the contrail depends on the ambient temperature and 
amount of moisture in the air.  Thunderstorms are weather events associated with very 
unstable air, high winds, and usually heavy precipitation.  In general, they are caused 
when a moist, unstable atmosphere exists and there is a rising motion, or lifting force in 
the atmosphere.   
 
2.2 Contrail Formation 
According to the EPA Aircraft Contrails Factsheet, contrails are line-shaped clouds that 
typically form in the upper atmosphere behind jet aircraft engines and are composed of 
ice particles [9].  The lifespan of contrails is generally short when they are formed in dry 
air [9], but contrails persist if they are formed in air that is saturated with respect to ice.  
The criteria used to determine contrail formation were developed independently by 
Schmidt and Appleman in 1953, and are now known as the Schmidt-Appleman 
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procedure [51].  The procedure states that a contrail forms when the exhaust and 
entrained air pass through a thermodynamic state that is first saturated with respect to 
water, and then into a state that is saturated with respect to ice.  The contrail persists if 
the ambient air is saturated with respect to ice.  Figure 2.1 illustrates the Schmidt-
Appleman procedure for the case of a persistent contrail [21].  The red dot shows the 
ambient conditions and the contrail factor line represents the states the exhaust reaches 
as it evolves from the engine to the ambient air.  In the example of Fig 2.1, the red line 
enters the area of water saturation (contrail forms) and terminates with ambient 
conditions in the area of ice saturation (contrail persists).  It is interesting to note that the 
slope of the contrail factor line is dependent on the fuel efficiency of the engine which 
creates the exhaust.  Schumann hypothesized, and showed that the more efficient the 
engine, the steeper the slope of the contrail factor line [52].  This means that the more 
modern and fuel efficient engines are more prone to creating persistent contrails than 
engines using older technology.  Figure 2.2 shows that a steeper contrail factor line 
corresponds to a greater likelihood that a contrail is produced [21]. 
     An area in the atmosphere where the air is saturated with respect to ice is called an 
ice supersaturated region (ISSR) and the relative humidity with respect to ice (RHi) in 
this region is greater than or equal to 100%.  In general, ISSRs are have a very large 
lateral extent, but are relatively thin vertically.  It has been observed that regions of ice 
supersaturation are defined by boundaries on the order of 150 km horizontally and 
approximately 500 m vertically [53,54].  Figure 2.3 shows the RHi field over the 
continental US for a specific day at four times.  It has been observed, and can be seen 
in Fig. 2.3 that fields of RHi have slow dynamics compared to other atmosphere 
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phenomena such as thunderstorms.  Additionally, the likelihood that contrails form 
depends on the time of day as well as the time of year.  Stuber et al. found that the 
formation of contrails can be correlated to the diurnal and annual cycle of air traffic [55].  
They found that while night flights account for only 25% of daily flights, they contribute 
60%-80% of the contrail radiative forcing.  Stuber et al. also observed that while winter 
flights only account for 22% of annual air traffic, they contribute 50% of the annual 
contrail formation [55]. 
     Over time, line shaped contrails either dissipate or evolve into a layer of cirrus clouds 
known as contrail induced cirrus [12].  The level of understanding of the physics and 
effect of contrail induced cirrus on climate is low, but it is hypothesized that contrail 
induced cirrus are the dominating impact from contrails [56].  For the purposes of this 
dissertation it was assumed that contrail induced cirrus scales linearly with the number 
of persistent contrails produced, and that their evolution is independent of time, place, 
and the atmospheric conditions surrounding the persistent contrail. 
 
2.3 Relative Humidity Data 
In order to model the formation of persistent contrails, the field of relative humidity with 
respect to ice needs to be known.  Currently, areas of ice supersaturation can be 
extracted from global atmosphere models, but these data are not very accurate.  
Additionally, it is difficult to measure relative humidity at altitudes near cruise due to the 
extremely cold temperatures [12].    This section presents sources of RHi data, and the 
global forecast models that are used in this dissertation. 
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2.3.1  Sources of Data 
Tools such as the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) and the Atmospheric Infrared 
Sounder (AIRS) have been used to detect areas of ice super saturation [57, 58].  
However, the data available from these tools lack adequate vertical resolution and 
depth to describe the vertical profile of the supersaturation in the region.  The MOZAIC 
program collected 9 years of data along major flight routes [59].  Additionally, satellites 
have been used to detect contrail formation but not explicitly areas of supersaturation.  
The European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) provides a 
global model for relative humidity estimates [60].  The Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) is an 
atmospheric prediction system that is principally a numerical forecast model developed 
for users needing short-range weather forecasts [61].  The RUC data have horizontal 
resolutions of 20km, 40km, and 60km.  The vertical resolution of the data is isobaric 
pressure levels ranging from 100-1000mb in 25mb increments. 
     The sources of data for relative humidity at high altitudes are, in general, not suited 
to represent ISSRs for the purpose of path planning.  The ideal data set for this 
research would be a three-dimensional grid of fine vertical resolution.  The MLS, AIRS, 
and MOZAIC data are too sparse to fill the grid required by the path planner.  The 
ECMWF and RUC forecasts provide an adequate grid of data, but the accuracy of the 
data is questionable.  The next section will discuss how the research in this dissertation 
dealt with these issues, and describe the assumptions that were made. 
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2.3.2  Relative Humidity Model 
As stated previously, an accurate relative humidity forecast model does not exist to 
predict areas of ice supersaturation. Additionally, the available RHi datasets are too 
sparse to create the grid of RHi values needed to complete this research.  However, 
ISSRs are observed to have distinct characteristics such as a large lateral area and thin 
vertical profile.  Therefore, if a representative dataset at least emulates these 
characteristics, it can be used to develop a path planner for persistent contrail 
avoidance.  The assumption is that once an accurate forecast model becomes 
available, it can replace the representative dataset, and in turn increase the accuracy of 
the path planner.  It was found that Rapid Update Cycle relative humidity data share 
similar characteristics as observed fields of RHi, and were therefore were selected as 
the representative dataset.  This dataset, albeit inaccurate, provides the necessary 
foundation for the development of the path planning algorithm developed in this 
dissertation. 
     The RUC data have horizontal resolutions of 20km, 40km, and 60km, and a vertical 
resolution of 25mb.  The RUC does not directly output RHi, but it can be calculated from 
the relative humidity with respect to water (RHw) and the environmental temperature.  
This dissertation primarily used archived RUC data from November 17, 2001. 
 Figure 2.3 shows the November 17, 2001 field of RHi at different times.  The red 
areas indicate RHi greater than 100% in the region.  During the time period of 1700Z-
2000Z the RHi field did not change significantly, which is typical.  Also, it should be 
noted that the size of the RHi fields change with altitude.  For MILP implementation, the 
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areas of RHi > 100% were represented as overlapping cuboids.  Figure 2.4 shows a 
RHi field and its three dimensional representation as a set of cuboids. 
 It should be mentioned again that while the RHi estimates from the RUC data are 
representative of areas of supersaturation, the values of RHi in the estimates are 
biased.  This is a result of dry bias in some radiosonde measurements that are used in 
the model [12].  The assumption of this dissertation is that even though the RHi fields 
might not be accurate, they are representative enough that a path planning tool can be 
developed and successfully applied to a more accurate dataset when it comes 
available. 
 
2.4 Convective Weather Data 
Thunderstorms are considered a hazard to flight due to the severe wind shear and 
turbulence associated with their penetration.  The evolution and movement of a 
thunderstorm is still a very active research topic and there exists significant uncertainty 
in forecasted data.  The largest uncertainty in convective forecasts is so called “area 
probability”, which is the probability that a thunderstorm will occur in a specific area at a 
specific time [62].  This uncertainty can cause unnecessary delays in the NAS due to 
conservative decision making by air traffic managers [62].  An on-board trajectory 
planner would ease the impact of this uncertainty, and also provide more efficient routes 
around the storms.   
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2.4.1  Sources of Data 
There are generally two types of convective weather data: radar observations and 
thunderstorm forecasts.  Radar observations are the most accurate form of data, but 
radar data alone can not be used to predict the movement and evolution of a 
thunderstorm.  Thunderstorm forecasts provide a prediction of the movement of a 
thunderstorm, but are not updated as frequently as radar data. 
     The Collaborative Convective Forecast Product is a manually generated 2, 4, and 6 
hour forecast issued every 2 hours and distributed by the National Weather Service 
(NWS) Aviation Weather Center [63].  This forecast provides a graphical representation 
of areas of potential convection, however, it is susceptible to forecasting errors and 
difficulty of translating the forecast information into something usable by human air 
traffic managers for airspace capacity considerations.  The National Convective 
Weather Forecast (NCWF), the Regional Convective Weather Forecast (RCWF), and 
the Terminal Convective Weather Forecast (TCWF) models are automated forecast 
products used at various Air Traffic Control (ATC) facilities [63]. 
     The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is responsible for a 
database of radar data called National Convective Weather Detection.  These data are 
obtained using the Vertically Integrated Liquid (VIL) algorithm, which converts radar 
reflectivity to a measure of liquid water content.  VIL can be correlated to a Video 
Integrator and Processor (VIP) rating, which is a discretization of storm strength from 0-
6 [64].  This is commonly seen on radar images as the color coding of thunderstorm 
strength. 
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2.4.2  Convective Weather Model 
The convective weather model developed for this research was designed to provide a 
frequently updated radar picture and a simple model of thunderstorm evolution.  Radar 
data were acquired from NCAR, and the data were converted to VIP ratings 
representing the storm strength.  It has been observed that pilots avoid thunderstorm 
cells with a VIP rating of 3 or greater, so these regions were represented by cuboids, 
and flight was precluded through these areas.  Figure 2.5 is an example of the 
convective weather data used in this dissertation.   
     Storm movement and evolution were predicted with simple model based on the size 
of the thunderstorm cell and its observed movement in the past time step.  This was 
designed to be very simple procedure to ease the computational burden of the on-board 
path planner.  The general procedure can be described as: 
 
1. Enlarge the avoidance area. 
2. Find centroid of each avoidance area. 
3. Project the centroid of each area forward in time based in the movement 
history in the previous two time steps. 
 
The avoidance area is enlarged to add a safety margin to account for uncertainty in the 
forecast model.  The amount the region is enlarged depends on the amount of risk 
allowed by the flight, and this is a user defined input to the path planner.  For the cuboid 
representation used in the dissertation, the centroid is found with Equation 2.1 
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where (xc, yc, zc) is the location of the centroid, and the high and low subscripts refer to 
the maximum and minimum values of the cuboid in the x, y, and z directions.  The 
velocity of the centroid was found with Equation 2.2 
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where (vx,c, vy,c, vz,c) is the velocity of the centroid, and dt is the time step.  The future 
position of the thunderstorm is simply calculated with Equation 2.3 
 ( ) ( )dtvizdtviydtvixzyx czccyccxcicicic ,0,,0,,0,,,, ,,,, ⋅+⋅+⋅+=  (2.3) 
where (xc,i, yc,i, zc,i) is the position of the centroid at time step i, and (xc,0, yc,0, zc,0) is the 
present position centroid. 
 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the atmospheric data used in the path planning algorithm 
developed by this research.  The reported mechanism for contrail formation was 
explained, and sources of relative humidity data were discussed.  Rapid Update Cycle 
data were selected to model relative humidity because the data represented the general 
characteristics of a relative humidity field, albeit inaccurately.  An assumption inherent in 
this dissertation allows for the fact that even though the current models of RHi fields 
may not be accurate, they are representative enough that a path planning tool can be 
developed, and successfully applied to more accurate data when it comes available. 
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     Convective weather was discussed in terms of both radar reports and radar 
forecasts.  A simple thunderstorm propagation model was presented to predict the 
evolution of a storm with a specified margin of safety.  The simplicity of this model is 
required due to the on-board nature of the path planning algorithm, which requires 
computation to adhere to real time constraints. 
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Figure 2.1.  Illustration of the Schmidt-Appleman procedure [21]. 
 
 
Figure 2.2.  Illustration of the Schumann hypothesis [21]. 
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Figure 2.3  Fields of RHi at Different Times on November 17, 2001, RUC data. 
 
Figure 2.4.  Cuboid representation of RHi data for implementation into the MILP. 
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Figure 2.5.  Convective Weather Patterns at Different Times on May 7, 2008.  The yellow 
areas indicate VIP ≥ 3. 
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Chapter 3 
Three-Dimensional Trajectory 
Generation 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a three-dimensional path planning algorithm based on mixed-
integer programming (MIP).  This approach is similar to existing trajectory planning 
algorithms [40, 41] which use receding horizon mixed-integer linear programming 
(MILP) to generate a trajectory in an environment of obstacles.  MIP is well suited to the 
problem due to its ability to directly include logical constraints for obstacle 
representation, and because it employs an optimization framework that can easily 
handle the dynamical and performance constraints used in the aircraft and fuel burn 
models.  To improve the computational performance of the optimization, a receding 
horizon strategy was employed.  The receding horizon controller solves the MILP for a 
predetermined number of time steps toward the destination and the remaining trajectory 
is accounted for with a cost-to-go path approximation.  The main contribution of the 
chapter is the application of MIP to a large-scale aircraft path planning problem with a 
realistic aircraft fuel burn and performance model.  The aircraft fuel burn model is based 
on real aircraft data and engine simulations, and is more advanced than previous 
models in the MIP framework.  Additionally, the difference between linear and quadratic 
cost functions is explored through simulation. 
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3.2 Aircraft Modeling 
The accuracy of an optimization is directly related to the quality of the models used in 
the calculations.  The objective of this path planning problem is to find minimum fuel 
trajectories around disturbances in the environment such as persistent contrail 
formation and thunderstorms.  The cost function in this optimization is primarily a 
function of aircraft fuel burn, which is modeled by the combination of an aircraft 
performance model and an engine performance model.   
     Aircraft fuel burn is a complicated quantity that is dependent on many states and 
aircraft-specific parameters.  In practice, fuel burn is calculated based on flight test data 
taken over a wide range of operating conditions.  In lieu of these data, fuel burn can be 
approximated with a limited set of aircraft and engine data.  Previous studies have 
predicted fuel burn using either the FAA’s System for Assessing Global Emissions 
(SAGE) [21], a modified version of SAGE [65], or a quadratic approximation based on 
velocity [66].  Existing works using the MILP framework have approximated fuel burn by 
the 1-norm of the aircraft acceleration [43, 44].  This research uses aircraft data and 
engine performance software to approximate fuel burn over the cruise flight envelope as 
a function of altitude, velocity, and acceleration.  This method is a more accurate model 
than the 1-norm of acceleration or quadratic approximation of velocity, but is still simple 
enough to implement in the mixed-integer programming framework.   
 
3.2.1  Aircraft Performance Model 
The aircraft performance model used for this research is intended to emulate the en-
route performance characteristics of medium-range aircraft such as the Boeing 737 and 
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Airbus A320.  The following restrictions are placed on the altitude and Mach number to 
confine aircraft performance to the cruise envelope, as seen in Eq. 3.1 
  ftzft
Ma
000,42000,28
82.070.0
≤≤
≤≤
 (3.1) 
where Ma is the Mach number and z is the altitude.   
 To compute the performance, the drag coefficient is extracted from drag polar data 
[67, 68] for a range of Mach numbers, altitudes, and weights.  Figure 3.1 depicts the 
drag polar data for flight conditions within the range of Eq. 3.1.  The thrust required is 
calculated for the range of Mach numbers and altitudes inside the cruise flight envelope, 
and for three weights, each representing the aircraft weight at a different fuel state along 
the flight path.  The thrust required for level, steady flight is calculated with Eq. 3.2 
 SCqT Dreq ⋅⋅=  (3.2) 
where q is dynamic pressure, CD is the drag coefficient, and S is the planform area.  
Figure 3.2 shows how the thrust required changes with altitude and Mach number for a 
given weight.   
     During cruise, commercial aircraft frequently change altitude using the flight level 
change mode of the flight management system, and therefore it is assumed that the 
thrust is set to maximum climb thrust during climb, and idle during descent. The climb 
performance is limited by a maximum rate of climb constraint. The maximum rate of 
climb (R/Cmax) is determined with Eq. 3.4  
 
( )
W
TTV
CR reqA
−= ∞max/  (3.4) 
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where V∞ is the velocity of the aircraft, TA is the thrust available, Treq is the thrust 
required in level flight at this flight condition, and W is the weight of the aircraft.  The 
thrust available at altitude is approximated by the Eq. 3.5 [68] 
 ( )
m
AA TT ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡⋅=
0
0 ρ
ρ
 (3.5) 
where (TA)0 is the thrust available at sea level, ρ0 is standard sea-level density, and m is 
a thrust factor.  Figure 3.3 shows the maximum rate of climb generated by the 
performance model.  The thrust available at sea-level was obtained from the engine 
model, which is presented in the next section, and the thrust factor was approximated to 
be 0.8.  The absolute ceiling for each weight is equal to the x-intercept of the lines in the 
figure.   
 
3.2.2  Engine Performance Model 
Engine performance is obtained with the Engine Performance Analysis Program v4.2 
[69]. This program uses a set of engine parameter inputs and flight conditions (Mach 
number, altitude) to compute curves of Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC) vs. 
engine thrust.  The engine is assumed to be a high-bypass turbofan, and the software 
input parameters are given in Table 3.1.  The program was run for the range of Mach 
numbers and altitudes given by Eq. 3.1.  The engine performance data are tabulated for 
use in the aircraft fuel burn model. 
     Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between TSFC and altitude for different Mach 
numbers in steady, level flight.  The TSFC trends are as expected with lower TSFCs 
corresponding to the higher altitudes and lower Mach numbers.  The outputs of the 
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engine performance model were combined with the outputs of the aircraft performance 
model to approximate the relationship between fuel burn, Mach number, and altitude.   
 
3.2.3  Fuel Burn Model 
The fuel burn model developed by this research is a combination of the aircraft 
performance and engine performance models presented previously.  Aircraft fuel burn is 
calculated for a range of Mach numbers, altitudes, and weights using Eq. 3.6 
  TSFCTW reqf ⋅=  (3.6) 
where Wf is the fuel flow, Treq is the thrust required,  and TSFC is found from the engine 
performance model.  Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the relationship of altitude and velocity 
with fuel flow, respectively, for an aircraft weight of 145,000 lb with engine and drag 
characteristics described above. 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the highly nonlinear nature of fuel burn.  To simplify this 
behavior, a nominal flight condition is selected using Mach number and altitude for a 
given weight, and the change in fuel burn around the nominal flight condition is 
modeled.  The nominal cruise Mach number is selected to be 0.78 based on typical 
cruise speeds for the type of aircraft considered in this model [70].  The nominal cruise 
altitude is selected based on the fuel-optimal altitude for a Mach number of 0.78 and for 
a given weight.  For a true minimum fuel solution, the nominal altitude should increase 
continuously as fuel is burned, resulting in a cruise climb flight profile. However, this 
procedure is generally not performed in practice because of air traffic control 
restrictions. Instead, a step-climb procedure is used, where the altitude is increased in 
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discrete steps along the flight path [71].  This fuel burn model emulates a step climb by 
using three nominal cruise altitudes based on the optimal altitude for three aircraft 
weights.  The initial weight is assumed to be 145,000 lbs, and the subsequent weights 
are 135,000 lbs and 125,000 lbs, which correspond to optimal altitudes of approximately 
34,000 ft, 36,000 ft, and 38,000 ft, respectively.  Table 3.2 gives the nominal flight 
conditions used to develop the model. 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the sensitivity of fuel flow to changes in altitude and 
velocity around the nominal flight conditions, respectively.  In Fig. 3.7, the general trend 
of all three curves is that fuel burn increases for flight at altitudes both above and below 
the nominal altitude.  At altitudes below the nominal altitude, the fuel burn approximation 
in Eq. 3.6 is driven higher by increasing TSFC.  At altitudes above the nominal altitude, 
higher thrust is required to maintain level flight, and in turn increases fuel burn.  The 
trends exhibited in Fig. 3.8 are as expected, where higher velocity corresponds to 
higher fuel consumption.  These curves were converted to piecewise linear and 
quadratic functions for implementation into the path planning algorithm.  The cost 
function is described in more detail in Section 3.3.3, and a quantitative comparison is 
given in Section 3.4. 
It should be noted that this aircraft fuel burn model is developed assuming level, 
steady flight in the nominal flight conditions.  This is a valid assumption considering the 
highly unaccelerated nature of en-route commercial operations.  Accelerated flight is 
modeled in a first order fashion, and is described in more detail in Chapter 3.3.4.1.  
Climbs and descents were modeled with the assumption that commercial aircraft 
frequently change altitude using the flight level change mode of the flight management 
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system, and therefore it was assumed that the thrust is set to maximum climb thrust 
during climb, and idle during descent. 
 
3.3 Path Optimization 
Recently, the field of path optimization has blossomed due to the increased use of 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and the desire for more autonomy in the National 
Airspace System (NAS).  Existing path planning research has been primarily concerned 
with the two dimensional motion of an aircraft or ground vehicle subject to relatively 
simple cost and performance constraints.  This section describes the formulation of a 
three-dimensional path planning algorithm that is subject to a realistic aircraft model and 
capable to be solved on-board an aircraft in real time. 
 
3.3.1  Mixed-Integer Programming 
The field of path planning is broad and many techniques have been studied in the 
literature [29-45].  Of these techniques, mixed-integer programming (MIP) shows the 
most promise as a technique for the objective of this research.  This is because MIP can 
directly incorporate logical constraints such as obstacle avoidance, and provide an 
optimization framework that employs dynamic constraints such as turn and maximum 
rate of climb limitations [40, 41].  The MIP framework allows both linear and quadratic 
cost functions, as long as the quadratic term is positive semi-definite.  A MIP 
optimization with a linear cost is called a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) 
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problem, and with a quadratic cost is called mixed-integer quadratic programming 
(MIQP) problem.  The basic format of a MILP optimization is given as Eq. 3.7 
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≤
 (3.7) 
where x is composed of x1 and x2, and x1 is a continuous variable bounded by l and u, 
and x2 is a binary variable.  The vector c describes the cost, and the matrix A and vector 
b express the system constraints.  The basic form of a MIQP is given as Eq. 3.8 
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where x is composed of x1 and x2, and x1 is a continuous variable bounded by l and u, 
and x2 is a binary variable.   The matrix Q describes the cost and must be symmetric 
and positive semi-definite.  The matrix A and the vector b express the system 
constraints. 
     The MILP problem has been proven in the literature to be NP-Hard in the number of 
binary variables [46, 47], which informally means that the problem is at least as hard as 
one that is NP-Complete, where the solutions to NP-Complete problems can be verified 
in polynomial time.  The significance of this is that as the number of binary variables in 
the problem grow, the computation time increases dramatically.  To mitigate the 
computational burden imposed by increasing problem size, a receding horizon 
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approach is used to break the MIP into a detailed trajectory optimization close to the 
aircraft and a coarse cost-to-go approximation to the destination. 
 
3.3.2  Receding Horizon Control 
The basic approach of receding horizon control is to utilize a model of the system to 
forecast future behavior and to make control inputs that optimize the performance 
objectives and satisfy the constraints.  The optimization is repeated online as new 
information about the aircraft states and the environment is obtained.  Each online 
optimization uses information on the current environment, which is continually updated 
based on the latest observations of the aircraft. 
     Receding horizon control is also known as model predictive control (MPC), and has 
been successfully applied to the field of process control [72, 73] where the dynamics of 
the system are typically on the order of minutes or hours.  Recent advances in 
computational power have enabled the application of receding horizon control to 
systems with faster dynamics, such as cars and aircraft [74].   
     The primary purpose of receding horizon control in this dissertation is to reduce the 
computational burden of the optimization.  To do this, the receding horizon controller 
truncates the optimization at a finite horizon and uses a terminal penalty, also known as 
cost-to-go, to represent the remaining trajectory.  This is a technique of multi-resolution 
planning, where the path planner optimizes in detail over the local horizon and connects 
the detailed trajectory to a more coarse approximation to the goal.  The trajectory is 
broken into three distinct segments: the detailed trajectory, the line of sight, and the 
cost-to-go.  The detailed trajectory is a high resolution optimization of the trajectory 
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subject to the realistic aircraft model presented earlier, and also called the planning 
horizon.  The cost-to-go is a coarse approximation of the trajectory through a cost grid, 
and the line of sight connects the end of the detailed trajectory to the start of the cost-to-
go.  The Figure 3.9 shows the segments of the receding horizon trajectory in detail, with 
the planning horizon represented by the green line, the line-of-sight by the blue line, and 
the cost-to-go by the magenta line. 
     The receding horizon controller solves the MIP for a predetermined number of time 
steps toward the destination and the procedure is repeated, with the remaining 
trajectory accounted for with the cost-to-go, until the destination is reached.  Compared 
to non-receding horizon MIP, which generates a full detailed trajectory up to the 
destination, this approach does not waste computational resources on a detailed plan in 
the far future, where not much information is available and large changes in the 
environment are possible.  
 
3.3.3  Constraints and Limitations 
This section describes the construction of the constraints and limitations imposed in the 
MIP optimizations.  Specifically, it discusses the implementation of the atmospheric 
model introduced in Chapter 2 and the aircraft fuel burn and performance model 
established in Chapter 3.2.  The order of the section is as follows: first, the dynamical 
and aircraft performance constraints are discussed in detail.  Then, the obstacle 
avoidance constraints are explored and the section concludes with a detailed 
explanation of the implementation of the cost function. 
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3.3.3.1  Dynamical and Aircraft Performance 
The dynamics of aircraft are governed by coupled non-linear differential equations, and 
are therefore very difficult to implement in an on-board path planner.  To simplify the 
equations of motion, the aircraft is treated as a simple point mass subject to realistic 
aircraft performance limits and constraints.  While this method is not the most accurate, 
it provides a good representation of the flight envelope, and occurs commonly in path 
planning [75]. 
 The dynamical constraints presented here are that of a double integrator and the 
evolution of the aircraft states is governed by Eq. 3.9 
 )()()1( kbkAk uxx +=+   (3.9) 
where, 
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The vector x represents the position and velocity of the aircraft, the vector u represents 
the acceleration, k is the discrete time index, and dt is the size of the time step.  The 
matrix I3 represents a 3x3 identity matrix, and u is taken along the (x,y,z) basis. 
 The calculation of the magnitude of the velocity from the individual velocity 
components requires the square root of the sum of the squares, which is obviously a 
nonlinear operation and inadmissible in MILP.  Therefore an accurate method is needed 
to approximate the magnitude of velocity because fuel burn is largely dependent on the 
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speed of the aircraft.  The following procedure provides a linear approximation of the 
velocity and acceleration for implementation into the MILP [48] 
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where V and A are the velocity and acceleration magnitudes respectively, M is the 
number of faces of the polygon, w is an integer in the set of integers from 1 to M, bv[k,w] 
are binary variables, and R is a large constant.  M is a user defined variable where the 
approximation accuracy increases with M.  Equation 3.12 is necessary to include non-
convex constraints on minimum velocity.  Figure 3.10 shows how the approximation fits 
inside of the velocity circle.  It should be noted here that the velocity and acceleration 
magnitude approximations only account for motion in the x-y direction.  Motion in the z-
direction is assumed to be very small compared to motion in the x-y direction, and is 
treated separately.  Additionally, V and A are bounded to constrain the optimization 
within a realistic flight envelope, as given in Eqs. 3.13 and 3.14 
 maxmin VVV ≤≤   (3.13) 
 maxAA ≤   (3.14) 
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The vertical velocity is constrained by a rate of climb limit, which is a function of 
altitude.  The maximum rate of climb is defined by Eq. 3.15 
 01max ββ =+ zRC   (3.15) 
where RCmax is the maximum rate of climb, and βi is computed in the aircraft model.  
The rate of climb is constrained by the maximum rate of climb using Eq. 3.16 
 0max ≤− RCvz   (3.16) 
The maximum descent rate is represented by a lower bound on the vertical velocity 
and is chosen to be a value consistent with normal operation of commercial aircraft [68]. 
 
3.3.3.2  Avoidance Constraints 
As discussed in Chapter 2, persistent contrails form in specific areas of the atmosphere 
where the relative humidity with respect to ice is greater than 100%.  Additionally, 
aircraft are forced to divert around thunderstorms that are above a certain strength and 
altitude.  These disturbances to the National Airspace System are represented as 
cuboids in the optimization, and flight through these cuboids is precluded.  One benefit 
of the MIP framework is that it can handle hard avoidance constraints, which strictly 
enforce that all feasible trajectories remain outside of the cuboid. 
     Persistent contrail, and thunderstorm avoidance is accomplished using hard 
constraints of the following form: 
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where B defines the 6 planes that compose the cuboid which represents an area of RHi 
> 100%.  The variable bo,i is a binary variable that is either 1 or 0 depending on whether 
constraint i is active.  Eq. 3.18 ensures that all 6 constraints are never all active at the 
same time, meaning that the aircraft stays out of the area of RHi ≥ 100%, or the 
thunderstorm cell.   
 
3.3.4  Cost Function 
As shown in Chapter 3.2, aircraft fuel burn is extremely nonlinear by nature, and in turn, 
difficult to implement in a linear structure.  In a cruise flight condition, the main drivers of 
fuel burn are velocity, altitude, and weight.  If climbing or descending, the throttle setting 
is also a factor.  To reiterate the assumptions used in Section 3.2, the effect of Mach 
number, altitude, and throttle setting were assumed to be decoupled around a nominal 
flight condition and weight.  Also, the effect of weight was accounted for by changing the 
nominal flight condition at pre-specified intervals of time. The time intervals were 
selected to correspond to the approximate time the aircraft weight reaches 135,000 lbs 
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and 125,000 lbs during the flight.  This section will discuss the cost function of the 
detailed trajectory optimization and then the cost-to-go. 
 
3.3.4.1  Detailed Trajectory 
The fuel burn curves given in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 were written as a set of piecewise linear 
functions.  The piecewise linear representation of fuel burn as a function of weight is 
described by Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20 
 ( ) ( )121 ,...,max +++= iia zzWf µµµµ     for i = 1,3,5,… (3.19) 
 ( ) ( )121 ,...,max +++= iiv VVWf σσσσ     for i = 1,3,5,… (3.20) 
where fa(W) and fv(W) are the fuel burn associated with altitude and velocity, 
respectively, W is weight, and µi and σi determine the piecewise linear function.  These 
equations are written in MILP format as follows: 
 
1
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M     for i = 1,3,5,… (3.22) 
It should be noted that the coefficients µ and σ depend on the aircraft weight; therefore 
these equations are updated whenever the aircraft weight is updated. 
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 Another type of fuel burn approximation is a quadratic function.  The quadratic 
representation of fuel burn as a function of weight is given by Eqs. 3.23 and 3.24 
 ( ) 3221, ηηη +−= zzWf aQ  (3.23) 
 ( ) 6524, ηηη +−= VVWf vQ  (3.24) 
where fQ,a(W) and fQ,v(W) are the altitude and velocity costs, respectively, and ηi is taken 
from the aircraft model.  A quadratic cost function better represents the data; however, 
the optimization must be solved with MIQP, which is more computationally demanding 
than MILP.  A study showing the results of a tradeoff between the performance and 
computation times of different types of cost functions is given in Chapter 3.4. 
 The effect of climb and descent on fuel burn was assumed to be decoupled from the 
effects of velocity, altitude, and weight.  During cruise, commercial aircraft frequently 
change altitude using the flight level change mode of the flight management system, 
and therefore it was assumed that the thrust is set to maximum climb thrust during 
climb, and idle during descent.  The climb and descent state was characterized with Eq. 
3.25 
 
descendz
bcz
bRv
bRv
⋅≤−
⋅≤ lim
 (3.25) 
where vz is the vertical velocity, R is an arbitrarily large constant, bclimb is a binary 
variable to indicate climb, and bdescend is a binary variable to indicate descent.   
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The last component of the cost is the fuel burn associated with acceleration, which is 
determined under the assumption that the fuel burn linearly increases with acceleration.  
In full, the cost function for the detailed trajectory optimization is written as Eq. 3.26 
 ( )∑
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pN
i
descendidescenddescendibcitermifiivia fbfbfbAffJ
1
,,lim,,,,  (3.26) 
where fa and fv are the fuel cost associated with altitude and velocity, respectively, A is 
acceleration, fclimb is a weighting associated with maximum climb thrust, and fdescend is a 
weighting associated with idle.  Again, it should be noted that fa and fv change with 
aircraft weight, which is updated periodically during the receding horizon optimization.  
The total trajectory cost includes the detailed trajectory cost (Eq. 3.26), and the cost-to-
go, which is presented in the next section.   
 
3.3.4.2  Cost-to-Go 
As mentioned previously, the detailed trajectory is planned until the end of the planning 
horizon, and the remaining trajectory to the goal is approximated by the cost-to-go 
function.  The cost-to-go function approximates the fuel required to go from the end of 
the planning horizon to the goal by creating a cost map containing the fuel to travel from 
each node in the map to the goal, and an additional fuel cost to connect the detailed 
trajectory to the cost map.   
The cost map, Gij, is a measure of the cost between nodes i and j, and is found using 
a visibility graph weighted by the distance between nodes and a cost associated with 
the altitude of the nodes. The nodes in the cost map are made up of the vertices of the 
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obstacles in the environment, in addition to the aircraft position and the destination 
position. 
To assign a realistic cost approximation to the visibility graph, it was weighted by a 
two part function.  The first part approximates the fuel burn between the nodes based 
on the Euclidian distance between the nodes, and the second part is an altitude penalty 
based on a quadratic altitude function evaluated at the average altitude of the 
connecting nodes.  Therefore, the cost to travel between nodes i and j is given by Eqs. 
3.27 and 3.28 
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2
12
αααλ +++−= avgavgjiij zzG xx   (3.27) 
 ( )jiavg zzz += 21  (3.28) 
where zavg is the average altitude of the connecting nodes, αi is determined by the 
aircraft model, and λ is a constant used to map distance to fuel burn.  Dijkstra’s 
Algorithm was applied to the cost map to find the path of minimum fuel cost from each 
node to the goal [76].  The output is a vector, Ci, which gives the cost to go from each 
node i in the cost map to the goal.   
 The cost-to-go was completed by connecting the end of the detailed trajectory to a 
point in the cost map.  The position at the end of the detailed trajectory, x[Np], and the 
node in the cost map, xcp, are chosen by the optimization so that they are mutually 
visible and that the fuel cost required to travel between them is minimized.  Visibility is 
ensured by requiring a set of interpolation points between x[Np] and xcp to remain 
outside of the obstacle regions.  Equation 3.29 is used to select the visible point 
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where bvis,i is a binary variable for cost point i, and ncp is the number of nodes.  The cost 
associated with traveling this path is a function of the Euclidian distance and the altitude 
of the interpolation points.  The Euclidian distance, D, was approximated with Eq. 3.30 
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where mj is the set of integers between 1 and Mj, and ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the distances 
between x[Np] and xcp in the x, y, and z direction, respectively.  The altitude of the 
interpolation points was penalized using the same philosophy as in Eq. 3.27, which 
penalizes flight away from the optimal altitude.  The complete cost-to-go function is 
given in Eq. 3.31 
 ∑
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ixvis
T DfbCJ
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,   (3.31) 
where C is the cost vector, fx,i is the interpolation point altitude cost, nI is the number of 
interpolation points, and D is the cost of flight between x[k+Np] and xcp. 
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3.4 Linear vs. Quadratic Cost 
To contrast the differences in using a linear versus a quadratic cost, consider a single 
flight from O’Hare International Airport (ORD) to Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) 
using atmospheric data from November 17, 2001.  The objective of this example was to 
find a fuel optimal trajectory using both linear and quadratic cost functions for this route 
while flying clear of atmospheric areas containing RHi > 100%.  The fuel consumption 
and computational performance of the trajectories are compared to determine the 
tradeoff between accuracy and running time.  The fuel burn cost is derived from the 
model presented in Chapter 3.2, and the formulation of Chapter 3.3 describes the 
dynamical and aircraft performance constraints.  Table 3.3 lists the receding horizon 
parameters and the aircraft performance limitations used in this example.  The 
simulations were computed using CPLEX 10.2 [77] on a PC laptop with a 2.16GHz Intel 
Core2 Duo processor and 2GB of RAM. 
 Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show trajectories overlaid on two-dimensional contour plots of 
the RHi field at different altitudes.  The blue, magenta, and cyan trajectories correspond 
to the receding horizon mixed-integer linear programming (RH-MILP) formulations, each 
of which used a different number of piecewise linear segments in the cost function.  The 
black trajectory was optimized with a RH-MIQP formulation, and the red trajectory 
represents the non-receding horizon MILP limiting case formulation, where the goal is 
contained within the planning horizon.  The trajectories were initiated at approximately 
34,000 ft, and as seen in Fig. 3.11b, a region of RHi > 100% over southern Iowa and 
Missouri forced the trajectories to adjusts their routes.  The piecewise linear trajectories 
followed an almost identical horizontal flight path to avoid contrail formation.  The 
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quadratic trajectory deviated from the piecewise linear trajectories, which was caused 
by a difference in the sensitivity of altitude change to fuel burn in their respective cost 
functions.  The full horizon trajectory followed a much straighter flight path to LAX due to 
the fact that it was computed in one step and not in a receding horizon fashion. 
 Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the aircraft and computational performance associated 
with the trajectories presented in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12.  Figure 3.13a shows the velocity 
profiles of the trajectories, and it is easy to see that the velocities corresponding to the 
receding horizon formulations are very similar.  The difference between the RH-MILPs 
and the MIQP can, at least in part, be explained by the fact that the MIQP is less 
sensitive to small velocity variations around the nominal velocity.  Figure 3.13b shows 
the altitude profiles of the trajectories, where it can be seen that an area of RHi > 100% 
was encountered approximately 0.4 hours into the flight.  The four and six piece RH-
MILP trajectories chose to climb over the area, while the two piece RH-MILP, the RH-
MIQP, and the full horizon trajectories chose to descend under the area.  The climb 
seen by all trajectories at 2 hours is due to the preprogrammed step-climb profile 
discussed earlier.  Figure 3.14b shows the computation expense of each method.  The 
two piece RH-MILP was the cheapest, followed by the four and six piece RH-MILPs, 
and the RH-MIQP was by far the most expensive from a computation standpoint.  
 Table 3.4 compares the performance of the four trajectories presented by this 
example.  The RH-MIQP showed the best performance in terms of total fuel burn, but 
was by far the most computationally expensive.  The four and six segment RH-MILPs 
displayed better fuel burn performance than the two segment RH-MILP, and were only 
slightly more computationally expensive.  The receding horizon trajectories burned 
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between 2.88 % and 2.23 % more fuel than the full horizon limiting case.  Overall, the 
full horizon trajectory burned 2.76% more fuel than a trajectory disregarding contrail 
avoidance.  The four-segment piecewise linear approximation showed the best 
combination of accuracy and computational performance, and is the type of 
approximation used in the remainder of this dissertation. 
 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the three-dimensional path planning architecture used in this 
dissertation.  The aircraft performance and fuel burn models were discussed and the 
implementation of the models to the MIP was explained.  The avoidance constraints 
were given and discussed.  The cost function and cost-to-go were presented, and a 
trade study of cost function type was explored.  The results showed that the 4 segment 
piecewise linear cost function had the best combination of accuracy and efficiency for 
the scales of obstacles considered by this dissertation. 
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Table 3.1.  Engine Performance Software Input Parameters 
Mass Flow Rate  
(max throttle, sea level) 779 lbm/sec 
Bypass Ratio 5.1 
Compressor Pressure Ratio 32.8 
Fan Pressure Ratio 2.3 
 
Table 3.2.  Nominal Flight Conditions 
Weight (lb) Altitude (ft) Mach number True airspeed (knots) 
145,000 34,000 0.78 451 
135,000 36,000 0.78 447 
125,000 38,000 0.78 447 
 
Table 3.3.  Receding horizon parameters and aircraft performance limits 
Number of steps in planning horizon (Np) 8 
Number of steps in the execution horizon (Ne) 4  
Time step size (∆t) 3 min 
Maximum en-route velocity (Vmax) 470 knots 
Minimum en-route velocity (Vmin) 417 knots 
Maximum altitude (zmax) 42,000 ft 
Minimum altitude (zmin) 28,000 ft 
 
Table 3.4.  Comparison of  receding horizon trajectory performance 
 MILP Np = 8,   
Ne = 4 
2 Segment 
MILP Np = 8, 
Ne = 4 
4 Segment 
MILP Np = 8, 
Ne = 4 
6 Segment 
MIQP Np = 8, 
Ne = 4 
Max. Velocity 462.3 knots 462.1 knots 462.1 knots 457.3 knots 
Avg. Velocity 454.7 knots 454.6 knots 454.6 knots 451.8 knots 
Total Fuel Burn 20,824 lbs 20,731 lbs 20,734 lbs 20,695 lbs 
% Difference 
from Full 
Horizon 
2.88 % 2.42 % 2.43 % 2.23 % 
Flight Time 3.35 hrs 3.35 hrs 3.35 hrs 3.40 hrs 
Max CPU time 
/step 
3.23 sec 8.88 sec 7.27 sec 62.73 sec 
Avg CPU time 
/step 
1.94 sec 3.03 sec 2.69 sec 30.83 sec 
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Figure 3.1. Mid-sized jet transport drag polar data for a range of Mach 
numbers. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Mid-sized jet transport thrust required for a range of Mach 
numbers. 
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Figure 3.3. The sensitivity of maximum rate of climb to altitude for a 
range of Mach numbers and weights for a mid-sized jet transport. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Variation of TSFC with altitude for lines of different Mach 
number. 
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Figure 3.5. Altitude vs. Fuel Flow for W = 145,000 lb. 
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Figure 3.6. Velocity vs. Fuel Flow for W = 145,000 lb. 
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Figure 3.7. Sensitivity of fuel flow to altitude. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. Sensitivity of fuel flow to airspeed. 
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Figure 3.9. Simple example showing the relationship between the 
detailed trajectory (green), the line of sight (blue), and the cost-to-go 
(magenta). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10. Piecewise linear approximation of the 2-norm of the 
velocity vector [34]. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.11.  Fuel optimal trajectories overlaid on contour plots of the RHi field at 
altitudes of (a) 30122 ft, (b) 34056 ft.  A map showing the boundaries of North America 
is in the background.   
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(b) 
Figure 3.12.  Fuel optimal trajectories overlaid on contour plots of the RHi field at 
altitudes of (a) 38737 ft, and (b) 44745 ft.  A map showing the boundaries of North 
America is in the background.   
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(b) 
Figure 3.13.  Aircraft and computational performance: (a) velocity time history, (b) 
altitude time history. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.14.  Aircraft and computational performance: (a) fuel burn time history, (b) 
receding horizon computation time. 
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Chapter 4 
Receding Horizon Mixed-Integer 
Programming with Soft Avoidance 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a new path planning algorithm that is based on the formulation of 
Chapter 3, but is modified to include soft obstacle avoidance.  The phrase “soft obstacle 
avoidance” means that instead of strictly forcing feasible trajectories outside of 
obstacles, feasible trajectories are allowed within obstacles, but with an accrued cost 
penalty.  This type of avoidance constraint is useful when obstacle penetration is not a 
safety of flight issue, such as the case with persistent contrail formation.  In the case of 
persistent contrail mitigation, soft avoidance constraints are attractive because strict 
avoidance is sometimes infeasible and cost prohibitive from an operational standpoint.  
For example, consider a large ice super saturated region over the middle of the United 
States.  Hard avoidance would force the flight path completely outside of the region, 
greatly increasing fuel cost and possibly delaying arrival time.  Soft avoidance allows 
the user to tradeoff fuel and arrival time costs with persistent contrail formation costs, 
which is much more appealing from an operational standpoint.  Consider another 
example where the airspace above an airport is dominated by an ice super saturated 
region.  Hard avoidance would prevent flights in and out of this airport, which is 
realistically operationally infeasible. 
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     The cost-to-go function described in Chapter 3, and in the literature [40, 41], forms a 
path of least cost through the vertices of the obstacles in the environment.  This 
approach is not optimal for a soft avoidance scenario because it forces the trajectory to 
the boundaries of the obstacle.  This chapter presents a novel cost-to-go approximation 
that allows the trajectory to pass through an obstacle without using the vertices of the 
obstacle as nodes in the cost grid.  Additionally, a new receding horizon algorithm which 
synthesizes the new cost-to-go and the detailed trajectory is explained and simulation 
results are presented.  The scalability of the new algorithm is simulated and the findings 
are discussed. 
     This chapter is organized as follows.  First, new avoidance constraints are presented 
which allow a trajectory to penetrate an obstacle, but with an assigned cost.  Next, a 
novel cost-to-go formulation and receding horizon control approach are explained, and 
simulation results of the new formulation are discussed.  Lastly, the results of the 
scalability analysis of the algorithm are investigated. 
 
4.2 Obstacle Avoidance and Penalty 
The obstacles of this chapter are formulated to be soft, meaning that they can be 
penetrated, but at a cost.  This section describes the formulation of the constraints for 
soft obstacle avoidance, and highlights the differences between this formulation and 
that of Chapter 3.  Additionally, this section discusses obstacle dynamics, and how the 
receding horizon controller accounts for the dynamics.  Lastly, it should be noted that 
the dynamical model and fuel cost used in the optimizations of this chapter are identical 
to the presentation in Chapter 3.   
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4.2.1  Soft Avoidance Constraints 
Persistent contrail mitigation is accomplished within the MILP framework by defining 
areas conducive to contrail formation as cuboids, and then penalizing flight through 
these regions, which is solvable by mixed-integer linear programming.  Equations 4.1 
and 4.2 show the constraints used to penalize persistent contrail formation. 
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The variable B defines the 6 planes that compose the cuboid, which represents an area 
of RHi > 100%.  The variable bo,i is a binary variable that is either 1 or 0 depending on 
whether constraint i is active, and g is a binary variable that takes the value 1 when all 6 
constraints are active.  This variable is weighted in the cost function and assigns a 
penalty to contrail formation.  The difference between these avoidance constraints and 
the constraints of Chapter 3.3.3.2 is the binary variable g[k] in Eq. 4.2.   
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4.2.2  Obstacle Dynamics 
Obstacle movement and evolution are predicted with a simple model based on the size 
of the obstacle and its observed movement in the past time step.  The general 
procedure can be described as finding the centroid of each avoidance area, and 
projecting the centroid of each area forward in time based on how the centroid moved in 
the last two time steps.  For the cuboid representation used in this dissertation, the 
centroid is found with Eq. 4.3 
 ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
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⎛ −−−=
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2
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where (xc, yc, zc) is the location of the centroid, and the high and low subscripts refer to 
the maximum and minimum values of the cuboid in the x, y, and z directions.  The 
velocity of the centroid was found with Eq. 4.4 
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where (vx,c, vy,c, vz,c) is the velocity of the centroid, and dt is the size of the time step.  
The future position of the thunderstorm is simply calculated with Eq. 4.5 
 ( ) ( )dtvizdtviydtvixzyx czccyccxcicicic ,0,,0,,0,,,, ,,,, ⋅+⋅+⋅+=  (4.5) 
where (xc,i, yc,i, zc,i) is the position of the centroid at time step i, and (xc,0, yc,0, zc,0) is the 
present position centroid.   
 
4.3 Cost-to-Go Formulation 
In previous studies involving receding horizon MILP, the cost-to-go was a function of the 
vertices of the obstacles in the environment [40-44].  This formulation works well when 
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the constraints of the optimization promote hard obstacle avoidance because the 
optimal trajectory tends to follow along the vertices of the obstacles.  However, in the 
case of soft obstacle avoidance, the optimal trajectory does not generally follow a path 
through the obstacles in the environment.  Therefore, a cost-to-go approximation 
capable of generating an optimal path through an obstacle was developed.  This section 
presents a novel receding horizon approach and cost-to-go capable of generating 
nearly optimal trajectories through obstacles with soft avoidance constraints. 
 
4.3.1  Algorithm Overview 
The development of this receding horizon control algorithm is based on lessons learned 
in previous work [25], and is intended to create nearly optimal paths though obstacles 
described by soft avoidance constraints.  The algorithm is formulated through six 
computational phases, enumerated below and explicitly defined in the following text.  
The steps to the algorithm are as follows: 
 
1. Find nominal trajectory disregarding persistent contrail formation 
2. Create cost grid relative to the aircraft initial position 
3. Populate cost grid and create visibility graph 
4. Find path of least cost using a modified Dijkstra’s algorithm 
5. Find optimal trajectory mitigating persistent contrail formation 
6. Update initial position and repeat until the destination is reached 
 
The receding horizon algorithm and the cost-to-go associated with the persistent 
contrail mitigation formulation are described in the following steps: 
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1.   Find nominal trajectory disregarding persistent contrail formation 
 Existing work has found that trajectories generated with the framework of Chapter 3 
tend to be overly conservative when the trajectory is generated in an environment with a 
limited number of obstacles [25].  The receding horizon algorithm developed in this 
chapter is intended to improve the optimality by penalizing flight away from a nominal 
obstacle-free optimal trajectory.  The obstacle-free optimal trajectory is solved using 
identical dynamical constraints, aircraft performance limitations, and fuel burn cost as 
the formulation of Chapter 3.  However, unlike the formulation of Chapter 3, this 
trajectory is generated with a planning horizon that stretches until the destination, 
negating the need for a cost-to-go.  Normally, a planning horizon of this length would be 
too much of a computational burden; however, the computation time for this trajectory is 
significantly reduced due to the lack of obstacles, and corresponding binary variables in 
the optimization.   
 
2.   Create cost grid relative to the aircraft initial position 
 In order to allow flight through an obstacle, the cost-to-go must include nodes that lie 
within the obstacles, which is not possible using the framework of Chapter 3.  Therefore, 
a cost grid was created to represent the far-field of the receding horizon controller.  The 
grid consists of sets of nodes that extend radially out from the aircraft, and are stacked 
vertically to assemble a three-dimensional grid.  Figure 4.1 shows a top-down view of 
the cost grid.  It is important to keep in mind that the cost grid is 3-dimensional, and that 
Fig. 4.1 only represents one layer of the grid.  The nodes (black dots in Fig. 4.1) lie 
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outside of the space reachable by the aircraft in the planning horizon and were defined 
by the following equations: 
 tNVr p ∆⋅⋅= max0  (4.6) 
 ( ) jikji rx θδ sin0,, +=  (4.7) 
 ( ) jikji ry θδ cos0,, +=  (4.8) 
 ξ⋅+= kzz kji 0,,  (4.9) 
 εδδ ⋅+=+ iii 1  (4.10) 
 { }nj θθθ , ... ,1=  for nj  ... 1=  (4.11) 
where r0 is the reachable distance in the planning horizon, Vmax is maximum velocity, Np 
is the number of steps in the planning horizon, and ∆t is the size of the time step.  In 
Eqs. 4.7-4.9, xi,j,k, yi,j,k, and zi,j,k are the position coordinates for the nodes,  where δi is 
the radial increment of the node away from the airplane, θj is the angular increment of 
the node, z0 is the altitude of the bottom layer in the grid, and ξ is a user determined 
constant that spaces the vertical layers of the grid.  In Equation 4.10, ε is a user 
determined constant that spaces the radial increments of the grid.  The size of the grid 
is set by the user prior to the execution of the algorithm.   
 
3.   Populate cost grid and create visibility graph 
 The cost-to-go is determined by finding a path of least cost through the cost grid 
created in step 2.  Each node in the cost grid is assigned a value based on the distance 
from the nominal trajectory and whether or not the node lies in an area of ice 
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supersaturation.  The distance from the nominal trajectory is calculated with a linear 
program, which is given as Eq. 4.12.   
 ( ) ( ) ( )2,,,2,,,2,,,kj,i,
,,
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            min
lnomkjilnomkjilnomkji
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T
zzyyxxD
Dc
−+−+−≥  (4.12) 
where Di,j,k,l is a vector of the distances from each node in the cost grid to the nominal 
trajectory,  c is a n x 1 vector of 1’s, where n is the number of nodes in the grid, (xi,j,k, 
yi,j,k, zi,j,k) are the position coordinates for the nodes, and  (xnom,l, ynom,l, znom,l) are the 
position coordinates of the lth waypoint in the nominal trajectory.  The total cost of each 
node is defined by Eq. 4.13 
 kjikjikji PD ,,,,,, ⋅+⋅=Φ υγ  (4.13) 
where γ is a user defined weighting on the distance from the nominal trajectory, υ is a 
user defined weighting on persistent contrail formation, and Pi,j,k is a vector of 1’s and 
0’s where a 1 indicates that the node lies within an area of ice supersaturation.   
 
4.   Find path of least cost using a modified Dijkstra’s algorithm 
  As mentioned previously, the cost-to-go is the path of least cost through the cost grid.  
The path of least cost is found using a modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm, where 
Dijkstra’s algorithm is a method used to find the shortest path through a graph of nodes 
[76].  This step modifies Dijkstra’s algorithm to account for the cost of each node found 
in step 3 in addition to the distance between the nodes, which means that the algorithm 
is finding the path of least cost, not the path of least distance.  For example, the cost to 
travel between nodes (1,1,1) and (2,2,2) is given by Eq. 4.14 
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where ρ is a user defined weighting on the distance between nodes.  The path of least 
cost is shown in Fig. 4.2 as the magenta line passing through the cost grid.  The aircraft 
in Fig. 4.2 is traveling from right to left, where the black crosses show the executed 
trajectory, the green crosses show the planning horizon, the blue line connects the 
planning horizon to the cost grid, and the area of ice supersaturation is depicted by the 
gray box.  Note that this figure is shown in two dimensions for ease of understanding, 
and that the simulation is actually in three dimensions. 
 
5.   Find optimal trajectory mitigating persistent contrail formation  
 The trajectory is optimized in a receding horizon fashion where the total cost of the 
trajectory is the sum of the cost in the planning horizon, the cost-to-go, and the line of 
sight, which connects the end of the planning horizon to the cost grid.  The total cost of 
the trajectory is shown in Eq. 4.15 
 ( ) LOSgototN
i
descendidescenddescendibcitermifiiviatotal DfbfbfbAffJ
p
⋅+Ψ++++++= −−
=
∑ ηcos
1
,,lim,,,,  (4.15) 
where Ψcost-to-go is the cost-to-go, DLOS is the distance between the end of the planning 
horizon and the start of the cost-to-go, η is a weighting on the line of sight, and the rest 
of the equation is the cost in the planning horizon.  It should be reminded that the 
following weightings have an effect on the behavior of the trajectory: the nominal 
trajectory and persistent contrail weighting (Eq. 4.13), the node distance weighting (Eq. 
4.14), and the line of sight weighting (Eq. 4.15).  In the cases of the node distance and 
line of sight weightings, the weighting factors were scaled to approximate an average 
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fuel burn over the given distance based on nominal aircraft performance parameters.  
For example, the line of sight weighting was approximated with Eq. 4.16 
 
cruise
cruisef
V
W ,≈ρ  (4.16) 
where Wf,cruise is the nominal fuel burn and Vcruise is the nominal cruise airspeed.  The 
persistent contrail weighting is treated as a user defined value which determines the 
likelihood of persistent contrail formation.   
 
6.   Update initial position and repeat until the destination is reached 
 The receding horizon controller executes steps 1-5 of this algorithm, updates the 
initial position, and then repeats steps 1-5 until the destination is reached.  In addition to 
updating the initial position, the environment is updated to account for any change in the 
areas of ice supersaturation and to adjust the nominal flight condition of the aircraft, 
which depends on the aircraft weight at that iteration.   
 
4.3.2  Simulation Results 
The algorithm was tested through simulation to assess its viability and to compare its 
performance to a non-receding horizon MILP trajectory, which is the most optimal 
solution the method can provide.  Figure 4.3 shows the results for an environment 
containing one large static obstacle.  The trajectory was generated with a planning 
horizon of 16, an execution horizon of 8, and a time step of 2.4 minutes.  The penalty for 
obstacle penetration is large to help illustrate the operation of the algorithm. The 
obstacle shaded in yellow, the trajectory originates on the right side of the figure, and 
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the goal is located in the bottom left corner.  The executed waypoints in the trajectory 
are identified by black crosses, the planning horizon by green crosses, the line of sight 
by a blue line, and the cost grid by red circles.  The circles in the cost grid are blue 
when they are located within the boundaries of an obstacle.  The receding horizon 
controller initially recognizes the obstacle in the cost grid, as is observed by the blue 
circles within the obstacle in Fig. 4.3(a).  The cost-to-go finds a path of least cost 
through the cost grid and around the obstacle, and the receding horizon controller 
iterates until the goal is reached.  In Fig. 4.3(f), the overall shape of the receding horizon 
trajectory is similar to the non-receding horizon trajectory.  Additionally, the receding 
horizon trajectory performs well compared to the non-receding horizon controller, 
burning only 0.9% more fuel and arriving 2 minutes later. 
     Figure 4.4 presents an example with an environment containing three dynamic 
obstacles.  The trajectory was generated with a planning horizon of 16, an execution 
horizon of 8, and a time step of 2.4 minutes.  The penalty for obstacle penetration is 
large to help illustrate the operation of the algorithm. The obstacles are shaded in red, 
and the trajectory originates on the right side of the figure and the goal is located in the 
bottom left corner.  The executed waypoints in the trajectory are identified by black 
crosses, the planning horizon by green crosses, the line of sight by a blue line, and the 
cost grid by red circles.  Compared to the first example, the obstacles in this example 
are small and do not have the same effect on the cost-to-go.  The cost-to-go avoids the 
obstacles, but it does so without significantly changing the trajectory.  As the trajectory 
progresses, the obstacles become within reach of the planning horizon, and the 
trajectory begins to change direction, as is seen in Fig. 4.4(c).  In Fig. 4.4(d), it is 
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apparent the receding horizon controller predicts the dynamics of the obstacle, allowing 
the planning horizon to find a feasible solution behind the first obstacle.  The receding 
horizon trajectory continues until the aircraft reaches the destination.  Similarly to the 
previous example, this receding horizon trajectory closely matches the non-receding 
horizon trajectory, as is seen in Fig. 4.4(f).  The receding horizon trajectory burned 0.6% 
more fuel and arrived 4 minutes later than the non-receding horizon trajectory. 
 
4.4 Scalability of Algorithm 
It is important to investigate how the running time of an algorithm scales with the size of 
the problem.  Typically, this analysis is conducted by summing of the running times of 
each statement executed in the algorithm.  Sometimes, an algorithm can be too 
complex for a simple counting type analysis.  In this case, the running time is evaluated 
through stochastic simulation, where the algorithm is executed with different input sizes 
and the results are graphed.  A scalability analysis of the algorithm developed in this 
chapter is performed for each step in the algorithm, and then the algorithm is evaluated 
as a whole.   
     The effect of nominal trajectory size, cost grid size, and planning horizon size are 
analyzed for each step.  The nominal trajectory size is equal to the number of waypoints 
in the nominal trajectory.  The number of binary variables in the problem depends on 
the number of waypoints in the nominal trajectory due to the quadratic approximation for 
velocity, as given in Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12.  The cost grid size is the number of nodes in 
the cost grid.  The planning horizon size is equal to the number of waypoints in the 
planning horizon.  The number of binary variables in the problem increases with the 
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planning horizon size because of the quadratic approximation for velocity and the 
obstacle constraints.   
     Step 1 of the algorithm is to find a nominal trajectory in absence of obstacles using 
MILP.  It is an analytically ambiguous relation between the operational executions 
involved in Step 1 and the overall computational time achieved, therefore an 
experimental analysis is performed.  Figure 4.5 shows the sensitivity of Step 1 running 
time to changes in planning horizon size, nominal trajectory size, and cost grid size.  
The data points in Fig. 4.5 are averages of approximately 20 trials of the algorithm.  It is 
apparent from looking at Fig. 4.5 that the size of the nominal trajectory has a dominant 
effect on the running time of Step 1.  The effect of doubling the number of waypoints in 
the nominal trajectory roughly doubles the running time of Step 1.  However, it should 
be noted that this trend should not be expected for a large number of waypoints due to 
the fact that MILP path planning problems have been found to be NP-Hard.  
     Step 2 is the creation of the cost grid for the cost-to-go.  The construction of the cost 
grid is relatively straight forward, where the number of statements is equal to the size of 
the grid.  Therefore, we say that Step 2 running time is O(Cij), where Cij is the number of 
nodes in the cost grid and O is the standard “big-O” notation.  In mathematics, “big-O” 
notation describes the limiting behavior of a function when the argument tends towards 
a particular value or infinity. 
     Step 3 of the algorithm populates the cost grid and creates a visibility graph for the 
nodes in the grid.  Like Step 1, this step in the algorithm was evaluated via experiment.  
Figure 4.6 presents the sensitivity of Step 3 running time to changes in planning horizon 
size, nominal trajectory size, and cost grid size.  The data points in Fig. 4.6 are 
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averages of approximately 20 trials of the algorithm.  The dominant input on the running 
time of Step 3 is the size of the cost grid, with the size of the nominal trajectory having a 
secondary effect.  Doubling the size of the cost grid roughly doubles the running time of 
Step 3.  The nominal trajectory size has a small effect on the running time because the 
distance from each node in the cost grid to the nominal trajectory is computed with a 
linear program, of which the nominal trajectory size is an input.  Linear programming 
problems have been shown to be solvable in polynomial time. 
     Step 4 of the algorithm uses a modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the path 
of least cost through the cost grid.  It has been shown that the running time for Dijkstra’s 
algorithm is O(E2), where E is a list of the vertices in the graph [76].  In the case of Step 
4, the running time is therefore O(Cij2), where Cij is the number of nodes in the cost grid. 
     Step 5 is the optimization of the detailed trajectory.  The running time of this step is 
evaluated experimentally.  Figure 4.7 gives the sensitivity of Step 5 running time to 
changes in planning horizon size, nominal trajectory size, and cost grid size.  The data 
points in Fig. 4.7 are averages of approximately 20 trials of the algorithm.  The dominant 
effect on the running time is the size of the planning horizon.  Doubling the planning 
horizon roughly doubles the running time as long as the planning horizon is small.  For 
larger planning horizons, doubling the planning horizon size has a much more 
significant effect of the running time. 
     An analysis of the complete algorithm is important to show that the optimization can 
remain tractable with increasing problem size.  Mixed-integer linear programming 
problems have been proven to be NP-Hard in the number of binary variables [46, 47].  
The number of binary variables depends primarily on the number of waypoints in the 
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planning horizon and the number of obstacles in the environment.  As the number of 
binary variables in the problem increases, the computation time of the increases 
exponentially.  Figure 4.8 shows the average computation time of the algorithm as the 
number of binary variables increases.  The computation time shows a gradual and 
consistent increase until approximately 2300 binary variables, at which point the 
average computation time increases dramatically and becomes unpredictable. 
     Figure 4.9 shows how the maximum computation time of the algorithm depends on 
the number of binary variables in the problem.  As expected, the maximum computation 
time increases considerably at approximately 2300 binary variables.  Additionally, it is of 
note that the maximum computation time at approximately 2400 binary variables is 250 
seconds, which is large enough to make the path planner intractable for any real time 
embedded aviation applications.  Figure 4.10 presents the dependence of the standard 
deviation of the computation time to the number of binary variables in the problem.  The 
maximum of the standard deviation occurs at approximately 2500 binary variables and 
takes a value of 120 seconds. 
     The algorithm does not have predictable scaling behavior above a certain number of 
binary variables, which is observed to be approximately 2400.  When the problem size 
reaches this point, the tractability of the algorithm in a real time setting comes into 
question, due to the significantly increasing average computation time and more 
importantly, the standard deviation of the computation time.  Therefore, the algorithm 
analysis establishes a bound of 2400 binary variables to help the algorithm maintain 
tractability for real time applications.  This number of binary variables corresponds to 
approximately 20 obstacles in the environment with a planning horizon of 16 waypoints. 
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4.5 Summary 
This chapter presented a novel receding horizon algorithm and cost-to-go formulation to 
generate trajectories that obey soft obstacle avoidance.  The significance of soft 
avoidance is that strict avoidance is sometimes infeasible and cost prohibitive from an 
operational standpoint.  This is the case in persistent contrail mitigation, where areas of 
ice supersaturation can be extremely large and possibly cover the origin and destination 
of a flight.  The steps of the algorithm were discussed and simulations of the algorithm 
were conducted to investigate its performance, and the receding horizon algorithm 
performed very well compared to the non-receding horizon formulation.  Lastly, the 
scalability of the algorithm was explored through an empirical investigation. 
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Figure 4.1. Top-down View of Cost Grid.  This figure shows one layer of the cost grid. 
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Figure 4.2. Top-down view of trajectory showing the planning horizon (green), line of 
sight (blue), and the cost-to-go (magenta).  The open circles are nodes in the cost grid, 
and blue circles indicate the node is in an area of ice super saturation (gray box).  The 
black crosses show executed waypoints. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 4.3. Example of receding horizon trajectory around a large sized obstacle.  The 
executed portion of the receding horizon trajectory is shown in black, the planning 
horizon is in green, and the cost-to-go is magenta.  The non-receding horizon trajectory 
is depicted as a blue dashed line.  
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 4.4. Example of a receding horizon trajectory around three dynamic obstacles.  
The executed portion of the receding horizon trajectory is shown in black, the planning 
horizon is in green, and the cost-to-go is magenta.  The non-receding horizon trajectory 
is depicted as a blue dashed line. 
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(c) 
Figure 4.5. Sensitivity of Step 1 running time to (a) planning 
horizon size, (b) nominal trajectory size, and (c) cost grid size. 
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Figure 4.6. Sensitivity of Step 3 running time to (a) planning 
horizon size, (b) nominal trajectory size, and (c) cost grid size. 
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Figure 4.7. Sensitivity of Step 5 running time to (a) planning 
horizon size, (b) nominal trajectory size, and (c) cost grid size. 
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Figure 4.8. Average computation time of algorithm for various problem sizes.  
The solid black line is an exponential trend line. 
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Figure 4.9. Maximum computation time of algorithm for various problem sizes.  
The solid black line is an exponential trend line. 
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Figure 4.10. Standard deviation of computation time of algorithm for various 
problem sizes.  The solid black line is an exponential trend line. 
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Chapter 5 
Receding Horizon Control in the 
Presence of Multi-Scale Disturbances 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Receding horizon control, otherwise known as Model Predictive Control (MPC), has 
recently been studied as a controls technique for aerospace applications due to its 
ability to systematically handle vehicle dynamics constraints, performance limitations, 
and no-fly areas.  Traditionally, MPC has been used in process control, where the 
problems are large and the time scales are typically on the order of minutes and hours 
[78].  Improvements in computer technology have enabled the use of receding horizon 
control in problems with much faster dynamics such as aircraft and spacecraft trajectory 
optimization [33]. 
     As previously mentioned, the receding horizon controller divides the trajectory into 
three segments of varying fidelity to ensure the path planning problem studied by this 
research is tractable in real-time.  The detailed trajectory is the segment extending from 
the initial position of the aircraft, and is computed subject to a vehicle dynamics and 
performance model.  The number of waypoints in the detailed trajectory is called the 
planning horizon, and the waypoints are separated by a specified time step.  The rest of 
the trajectory is represented by the cost-to-go, where the cost-to-go is a coarse 
approximation of the trajectory through a set of grid points extending away from the 
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planning horizon.  As described in Chapter 4, the cost-to-go represents the path of least 
cost from the end of the planning horizon to the destination.  Figure 5.1 depicts the 
three segments of the trajectory, where the detailed trajectory is shown in green, the 
line-of-sight is in blue, and the cost-to-go is magenta.  The trajectory is executed for a 
specified number of waypoints in the planning horizon, called the execution horizon, 
then the aircraft states and environment are updated, and the process is repeated until 
the destination is reached.  
     This chapter examines the effect of multi-scale disturbances in the environment on 
the performance of the receding horizon controller.  The problem of multiple scales has 
been addressed in the process control industry as a function of time scale [79], but it 
has not been addressed in the context of a trajectory planning problem, which operates 
in a far more reactive fashion than was addressed previously.  This research 
investigates the effect of multiple scales, specifically the effect of disturbance size and 
motion in a system with much faster dynamics than previously studied.   
     The scenarios of this chapter involve a single flight from Chicago to Los Angeles in 
the presence of obstacles that exploit the sensitivities of receding horizon trajectory 
planning.  The disturbances studied in this chapter include hard and soft no-fly zone 
constraints which occur with varied areas and dynamics.  The effect of disturbance size 
and speed on the trajectories will be initially analyzed independently, and then in a 
combined fashion.  Lastly, a “best” receding horizon strategy is presented which 
provides a novel way to approach a multi-scale trajectory planning problem.   
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5.2 Sensitivity of Trajectory to Disturbance Size 
Aircraft path planning problems can be subject to many different types of disturbances 
that are of diverse sizes.  The path planning problem studied by this research 
specifically considers the disturbances of persistent contrail formation, thunderstorm 
avoidance, and collision avoidance.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, persistent contrails 
form when an aircraft flies through an area in the atmosphere where the relative 
humidity with respect to ice is greater then 100%.  These areas are extremely large in 
size, sometimes covering multiple states.  Thunderstorms are much smaller, often with 
areas on the order of tens of square miles.  Collision avoidance accounts for the 
smallest area, with avoidance regions of only a few square miles.   
     The pathological disturbances of this section are designed to emulate the 
characteristics of the events described above, and are generically classified as large, 
medium, small, and tiny.  Table 5.1 shows the sizes of the obstacles used in this 
analysis, where the characteristic length is determined by the length of the widest 
section of the obstacle.  Figure 5.2 depicts the definition of characteristic length for a 
typical obstacle, as is used in this chapter.  This section will show how trajectories 
generated with receding horizon control are affected by obstacle size through varying 
parameters in the receding horizon controller and observing the results. 
 
5.2.1  Effect of Planning Horizon Length 
The planning horizon (Np) is composed of the waypoints in the detailed trajectory 
section of the complete trajectory.  The locations of the waypoints in the planning 
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horizon are calculated subject to realistic vehicle dynamics and performance limitations.  
The length of the planning horizon is calculated by the following equation 
 dtvl
pN
i
ip ⋅= ∑
=1
v  (5.1) 
where lp is the planning horizon length, Np is the number of waypoints in the planning 
horizon, v is the aircraft velocity, and dt is the time step.  The independent variables in 
Eq. 5.1 are the number of waypoints in the planning horizon and the size of the time 
step.  The sensitivity of these variables to the shape and fuel consumption of the 
trajectory will be analyzed. 
 
5.2.1.1  Hard Avoidance Constraints 
The first set of disturbances in the analysis includes obstacles with hard avoidance 
constraints, which enforce that no feasible trajectory can include a waypoint within the 
boundaries of the obstacle.  Figure 5.3 shows the behavior of receding horizon 
trajectories with different planning horizons around a large static obstacle.  The 
trajectories should be compared to the most optimal solution, which was generated as a 
non-receding horizon MILP and is depicted in blue.  Additionally, it should be noted that 
the receding horizon trajectories were generated with an execution horizon of two 
waypoints and a time step of 2.4 minutes.  The set of four trajectories in Fig. 5.3 take 
two distinct paths around the obstacle; the optimal and 24 waypoint planning horizon 
trajectories follow similar paths north of the obstacle, while the 12 and 6 waypoint 
planning horizon trajectories follow paths south of the obstacle.  This is significant in 
that the 12 and 6 waypoint trajectories burn on average 3.0% more fuel than the optimal 
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trajectory, compared to the 24 waypoint trajectory which burns 1.4% more fuel than the 
optimal trajectory.  Note that the length of the 24 waypoint planning horizon is longer 
than the characteristic length of the obstacle. 
     Figure 5.4 shows the sensitivity of different planning horizons to a disturbance that is 
a medium sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints.  Similarly to Fig. 5.3, the 
trajectories in this set follow two distinct paths, where the trajectory with the highest 
amount of waypoints in the planning horizon more closely matches the optimal 
trajectory.  The trajectory with 16 waypoints in the planning horizon only burned 0.8% 
more fuel than the optimal trajectory, while the trajectories with 8 and 12 waypoints in 
the planning horizon burned on average 2.6% more fuel than the optimal trajectory.   
     Figure 5.5 shows the paths of receding horizon trajectories with varied planning 
horizons around a small obstacle.  In this example, all of the trajectories follow a similar 
path from the origin to the destination.  There are occasional differences between the 
receding horizon trajectories and the optimal trajectory, but the differences are 
significantly less than in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.  This is most likely due to the fact that the 
characteristic length of the obstacle is much smaller than the lengths of the planning 
horizons. 
     The tiny class of obstacle presents an anomalous case that is designed to emulate 
collision avoidance in a multi-aircraft scenario.  The characteristic length for the tiny 
obstacle is only 10 nautical miles, which corresponds to a “safety zone” of 5 nm radius 
around the aircraft.  What makes this scenario unique is that if the time step is too large, 
the path planning algorithm can find a feasible trajectory through the safety zone by 
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placing its waypoints on either side of the safety zone.  To prevent this, the following 
relationship must be true: 
 dtVmax>λ  (5.2) 
where λ is the characteristic length, Vmax is the maximum velocity, and dt is the size of 
the time step.  If Eq. 5.2 is false, then the planning horizon can straddle the obstacle, as 
seen in Fig. 5.6 where the planning horizon waypoints are shown as orange stars.   
 
5.2.1.2  Soft Avoidance Constraints  
Some situations do not require the strict avoidance that hard constraints provide.  In 
these cases, soft avoidance constraints are used that penalize obstacle penetration 
instead of precluding it.  Figure 5.7 shows the behavior of receding horizon trajectories 
of different planning horizon length around a large obstacle with soft avoidance 
constraints.  The receding horizon trajectories are compared to a non-receding horizon 
MILP trajectory, which is shown in blue.  The trajectory with 8 waypoints in the planning 
horizon does not change course and passes through the obstacle, leaving 417 nm of 
path length within the boundaries of the obstacle.  Because this trajectory does not alter 
its course around the obstacle, it burns 0.4% fuel less than the non-receding horizon 
trajectory.  The 12 and 16 waypoint planning horizon trajectories climb above the 
obstacle, leaving only 74 and 63 nm of path length within the obstacle, respectively.  
However, these trajectories burn more fuel than the 8 waypoint trajectory; specifically 
0.1% and 0.09% less fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory, respectively. 
     Figure 5.8 shows the sensitivity of different planning horizons to a disturbance that is 
a medium sized obstacle with soft avoidance constraints.  Similar to the large obstacle 
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case, the trajectory with 8 waypoints in the planning horizon does not alter its course in 
response to the obstacle.  This trajectory is responsible for 202 nm of path length within 
the obstacle and it burns 0.3% fuel less than the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The 
trajectories with 12 and 16 waypoints in the planning horizon enter a slow climb to 
ascend about the obstacle but still create 115 and 111 nm of path length within the 
obstacle boundaries, respectively.  These trajectories burn 0.04% and 0.03% less fuel 
than the non-receding horizon trajectory, respectively. 
     Figure 5.9 presents the effect of different planning horizons on the trajectory in the 
presence of a small sized obstacle with soft avoidance constraints.  In this example 
none of the trajectories are affected by the presence of the obstacle.  Planning horizon 
length has no appreciable effect on the overall shape and performance of the 
trajectories, as they all are responsible for approximately 65 nm of path length within the 
obstacle and fuel burn differences are negligible. 
 
5.2.1.3 Summary of the Effect of Planning Horizon Length 
The effect of planning horizon length is clearly evident in the examples presented in the 
prior subsection.  Generally speaking, the longer the planning horizon, the better the 
receding horizon trajectory matches the optimal trajectory.  Table 5.2 gives the 
maximum planning horizon length for planning horizons with different numbers of 
waypoints.  The maximum planning horizon length was calculated with Eq. 5.1 with a 
maximum velocity of 470 knots and a time step of 2.4 minutes.   
     In the case of hard obstacle avoidance, it is interesting to note that as long as the 
maximum planning horizon length given in Table 5.2 is longer than the characteristic 
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length of the obstacle given in Table 5.1, the receding horizon trajectory tracks the 
optimal trajectory relatively well.  If the maximum length of the planning horizon is less 
than the characteristic length, then the receding horizon controller typically picks an 
inefficient path around the obstacle.   
     For the tiny obstacle case, in order for the inequality of Eq. 5.2 to be true, the time 
step cannot be greater than 1.28 minutes with a maximum velocity of 470 knots for the 
given aircraft models.  Most of the analysis of this section was computed with a time 
step of 2.4 minutes, which is obviously too large to handle a tiny obstacle.  If the time 
step of the earlier analysis were to change to 1.2 minutes, twice the number of 
waypoints would be required in the planning horizon to have the same maximum 
planning horizon length.  For example, a trajectory with 16 waypoints in the planning 
horizon and a time step of 2.4 minutes was found to track the non-receding horizon 
trajectory well for medium sized and smaller obstacles.  To get this same behavior with 
a time step of 1.2 minutes, the number of waypoints in the planning horizon would need 
to increase to 32.  As mentioned in Chapter 4.4, the MILP method does not scale well 
with the number of binary variables, and increasing the number of waypoints introduces 
more binary variables to the optimization which could drive the algorithm to become 
intractable.  
     In the case of soft obstacle avoidance, there is a less obvious correlation between 
maximum planning horizon length and trajectory optimality.  It is still generally true that 
the receding horizon trajectories with longer planning horizon lengths better tracked the 
non-receding horizon trajectory, but there is not an observable correlation between 
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maximum planning horizon length, obstacle characteristic length, and overall trajectory 
shape.   
 
5.2.2  Effect of Execution Horizon Length 
The execution horizon (Ne) is composed of waypoints in the detailed trajectory that are 
visited before the receding horizon controller updates the environment.  For example, if 
the execution horizon is two, the first two waypoints in the planning horizon are visited 
and then the trajectory is recalculated.  The length of the execution horizon is a function 
of the following equation 
 dtvl
eN
i
ie ⋅= ∑
=1
v  (5.3) 
where le is the execution horizon length, Ne is the number of waypoints in the execution 
horizon, v is the aircraft velocity, and dt is the time step.  The independent variables in 
Eq. 5.3 are the number of waypoints in the execution horizon and the size of the time 
step.  The sensitivity of these variables to the overall performance of the trajectory will 
be analyzed. 
 
5.2.2.1  Hard Avoidance Constraints 
The first set of disturbances in the analysis includes obstacles with hard avoidance 
constraints.  Figure 5.10 shows the behavior of receding horizon trajectories with 
different numbers of waypoints in the execution horizon around a large obstacle with 
hard constraints.  The planning horizon for this example consists of 12 waypoints and 
the time step is 2.4 minutes.  The most obvious observation of this figure is that none of 
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the receding horizon trajectories follow the path of the non-receding horizon trajectory, 
which is shown in blue.  A closer look at the trajectories shows that the trajectories with 
the smaller execution horizons make an earlier decision to change course around the 
obstacle.  In this case, the earlier decision corresponds to better performance.  The 
trajectory with 2 waypoints in the execution horizon burned 2.8% more fuel than the 
non-receding horizon trajectory, compared to 3.0% and 3.1% for the 6 and 8 execution 
horizon trajectories, respectively. 
     Figure 5.11 presents the sensitivity to execution horizon for receding horizon 
trajectories around a medium sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints.  The 
planning horizon for this example consists of 16 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 
minutes.  All of the trajectories generally follow the same path, however there are small 
differences between the receding horizon trajectories and the non-receding horizon 
trajectory.  The trajectory with 8 waypoints in the execution horizon follows a much more 
conservative path around the obstacle compared to the trajectories with 2 and 12 
waypoints in the execution horizon.  The trajectory with 2 waypoints in the execution 
horizon burned 0.8% more fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory, while the 
trajectories with 8 and 12 waypoints in the execution horizon burned 1.3% and 0.7% 
more fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory. 
     Figure 5.12 gives the sensitivity of the receding horizon trajectories to execution 
horizon in the presence of a small sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints.  The 
planning horizon for this example consists of 12 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 
minutes.  The trajectories in this figure are generally well behaved with the exception of 
the trajectory with 6 waypoints in the execution horizon, which alters its path to pass 
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below the obstacle instead of above it.  The trajectory with 8 waypoints in the execution 
horizon initially follows the 6 waypoint trajectory, but switches its course over north 
western Missouri to track closer to the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The trajectory 
with 2 waypoints in the execution horizon is the closest to the non-receding horizon 
trajectory, and burns only 0.06% more fuel.  The 6 waypoint trajectory was the most 
inaccurate, with a fuel burn of 1.6% more than the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The 
8 waypoint trajectory burned 0.07% more fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory. 
 
5.2.2.2 Soft Avoidance Constraints 
The effect of varying execution horizon in the presence of soft avoidance constraints is 
discussed in this section.  Figure 5.13 shows the sensitivity of receding horizon 
trajectories to execution horizon length in the presence of a large obstacle with soft 
avoidance constraints.  In this example there are 16 waypoints in the planning horizon 
and the time step is 2.4 minutes.  Generally speaking, the longer execution horizons 
correspond to trajectories closer to the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The trajectory 
with 2 waypoints in the execution horizon consists of 63 nm of path length within the 
boundaries of the obstacle, whereas the trajectories with 8 and 12 waypoints in the 
execution horizon correspond to approximately 8 and 6 miles of path length in the 
obstacle, respectively.  The 2 waypoint trajectory burned 0.06% less fuel than the non-
receding horizon trajectory, the difference in fuel burn between the 8 waypoint trajectory 
and the non-receding horizon trajectory is negligible, and the 12 waypoint trajectory 
burned 0.05% less fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory. 
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     Figure 5.14 shows the sensitivity of receding horizon trajectories to execution 
horizon length in the presence of a medium obstacle with soft avoidance constraints.  In 
this example there are 16 waypoints in the planning horizon and the time step is 2.4 
minutes.  The trajectory with 2 waypoints in the execution horizon created a path length 
of 115 nm and burned 0.3% less fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The 
trajectories with 6 and 8 waypoints in the execution horizon created path lengths of 8 
nm and 43 nm, respectively.  The 6 waypoint trajectory burned 0.02% more fuel than 
the non-receding horizon trajectory, and the 8 waypoint trajectory burned 0.06% less 
fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory. 
     Figure 5.15 presents the behavior of receding horizon trajectories of different 
execution horizon lengths around a small sized obstacle with soft avoidance constraints.  
The receding horizon trajectories in this figure have 12 waypoints in the planning 
horizon and use a time step of 2.4 minutes.  All of the trajectories penetrate the obstacle 
without altering their course and create 65 nm of path length within the boundaries of 
the obstacle.  The fuel burn of all of the trajectories exhibit negligible differences. 
 
5.2.2.3  Summary of the Effect of Execution Horizon Length   
Simulations were conducted to analyze the sensitivity of receding horizon trajectories to 
the length of the execution horizon (Eq. 5.3).  The effect of execution horizon length on 
the receding horizon trajectories is more subtle than the effect of planning horizon 
length; however, a definite trend exists.  In general, the trajectories with smaller 
execution horizons performed more efficiently than those with longer execution horizons 
when in the presence of hard avoidance constraints.  When navigating through areas 
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with soft avoidance constraints, the opposite is true; the trajectories with longer 
execution horizons more closely track the non-receding horizon trajectory.   
    In the case of hard avoidance constraints, the shorter execution horizons were more 
efficient than the longer execution horizons.  This is explained by first realizing that the 
receding horizon controller updates the trajectory at the end of each execution horizon, 
which implies that the trajectories with the shorter horizons are updated more frequently 
than the longer horizons.  More frequent updates to the environment allow the aircraft to 
potentially make an earlier decision to divert around the obstacle.  However, this is not 
an absolute rule, as seen in Fig. 5.11, where the trajectory with the longest execution 
horizon tracks the non-receding horizon trajectory as well as the trajectory with the 
shortest execution horizon.  The conclusion should be that the trajectories with shorter 
execution horizon are more probable to make the most efficient decision to navigate 
around an obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
     In the case of soft avoidance constraints, the longer execution horizon trajectories 
are observed to be closer to the non-receding horizon trajectory.  There are possible 
explanations for this behavior.  First, the typical avoidance or mitigation maneuver for 
these types of obstacles is a climb or descent due to the fact that the obstacles are 
usually thin vertically and wide horizontally (they emulate areas of ice supersaturation).  
It is possible that the receding horizon strategy is not as effective in the vertical plane 
compared to the horizontal plane due to the extremely disparate scales of the vertical 
and horizontal motion of aircraft.  Second, the acceleration penalty in the detailed 
trajectory optimization might slow the climb and descent rates in the first few waypoints 
of the planning horizon.  If this is the case, the trajectories with short execution horizons 
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cannot build as high of a rate of climb as the trajectories with long execution horizons, 
leading to the behavior seen in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. 
 
5.3 Sensitivity of Trajectory to Disturbance Dynamics 
Until now, the disturbances analyzed in this chapter have been static.  Dynamic 
obstacles add an additional dimension of realism and difficulty to the path planning 
problem.  This section will investigate the effect of planning horizon length and 
execution horizon length to obstacles that are dynamic.  The pathological obstacles of 
this section were designed to emulate the size and movement of thunderstorm cells, 
and are generically classified as large, medium, and small.  As before, Table 5.1 shows 
the sizes of the obstacles used in this analysis, where the characteristic length is 
determined by the length of the widest section of the obstacle.   
 
5.3.1  Effect of Planning Horizon Length 
The effect of planning horizon length on the overall shape and performance of receding 
horizon trajectories around dynamic obstacles of different scales is analyzed in this 
section.  The locations of the waypoints in the planning horizon are calculated subject to 
realistic vehicle dynamics and performance limitations.  See Chapter 4 for a detailed 
description of how the receding horizon controller handles dynamic obstacles.   
    Figure 5.16 shows the behavior of receding horizon trajectories of different planning 
horizon length in the presence of a dynamic large sized obstacle with hard avoidance 
constraints.  The avoidance region is the red box and there is a map of the United 
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States in the background to provide perspective.  The execution horizon for this 
example consists of 2 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 minutes.  The obstacle is 
moving in a south-eastern direction.  The non-receding horizon trajectory is theoretically 
the most optimal trajectory in the figure and is shown as the blue dashed line.  The 
trajectory with 24 waypoints in the planning horizon follows most closely to the non-
receding horizon trajectory, which passes to the north of the obstacle.  The trajectories 
with 8 and 16 waypoints in the planning horizon pass to the south of the obstacle, which 
is in the obstacle’s direction of motion.  The southern trajectories travel a much farther 
distance to get to the destination, and this corresponds to 10.1% and 9.8% more fuel 
burned than in the non-receding horizon trajectory.  In addition those trajectories also 
arrive approximately 18 and 15 minutes after the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The 
trajectory with 24 waypoints in the planning horizon only burned 2.6% more fuel than 
the non-receding horizon trajectory, and arrived 4 minutes later. 
     Figure 5.17 gives the sensitivity of receding horizon trajectories to different planning 
horizon lengths in the presence of a dynamic medium sized obstacle with hard 
avoidance constraints.  The avoidance region is the red box and there is a map of the 
United States in the background to provide perspective.  The execution horizon for this 
example consists of 2 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 minutes.  As before, the non-
receding horizon trajectory is shown as the blue dashed line.  The trajectories with 16 
and 12 waypoints in the planning horizon follow closely to the non-receding horizon 
trajectory, although the 16 waypoint trajectory is the closest.  The shorter planning 
horizon lengths, specifically 6 and 8 waypoints in this case, choose a path to the south 
of the obstacle.  The longer paths of the 6 and 8 waypoint trajectories correspond to 
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12.1% and 12.3% more fuel burned when compared to the non-receding horizon 
trajectory, respectively.  In addition those trajectories arrive approximately 24 and 25 
minutes after the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The trajectories with 12 and 16 
waypoints in the planning horizon burned 2.8% and 1.7% more fuel than the non-
receding horizon trajectory, respectively.  Also, when compared to the non-receding 
horizon trajectory, the 12 and 16 waypoint trajectories arrive 6 and 8 minutes later. 
     Figure 5.18 presents the effect of different planning horizon lengths on receding 
horizon trajectories in the presence of a dynamic small sized obstacle with hard 
avoidance constraints.  The avoidance region is the red box and there is a map of the 
United States in the background to provide perspective.  The execution horizon for this 
example consists of 2 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 minutes.  In this example, the 
trajectories with 8, 12, and 16 waypoints in the planning horizon all follow the same 
general path as the non-receding horizon trajectory.  Conversely, the trajectory with 6 
waypoints in the planning horizon passes to the south of the obstacle.  The southern 
deviation is not as severe in this example compared to the others because the obstacle 
is smaller.  The 6 waypoint trajectory burns 3.2% more fuel than the non-receding 
horizon trajectory.  The 8, 12, and 16 waypoint trajectories burn a negligible amount 
compared to the non-receding horizon trajectory, and all trajectories arrive at the 
destination at approximately the same time. 
 
5.3.2  Effect of Execution Horizon Length 
The effect of execution horizon length on the overall shape and performance of 
receding horizon trajectories around dynamic obstacles of different scales is analyzed in 
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this section.  As previously mentioned, the execution horizon is the number of waypoints 
in the planning horizon that are visited before the receding horizon controller updates 
the trajectory.  The length of the execution horizon was defined earlier in Eq. 5.2, and is 
dependent on the number of waypoints, the speed of the aircraft, and the size of the 
time step. 
     Figure 5.19 shows the behavior of receding horizon trajectories with different 
execution horizons around a large dynamic obstacle with hard avoidance constraints.  
The avoidance region is the red box and there is a map of the United States in the 
background to provide perspective.  The planning horizon for this example consists of 
12 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 minutes.  In this example none of the receding 
horizon trajectories follow the general shape of the non-receding horizon trajectory.  
Instead of changing course to the north to avoid the obstacle, they divert to the south, 
which is in the path of motion of the obstacle.  This significantly affects the trajectories 
where the 2, 6, and 8 waypoint trajectories burned 9.8%, 9.9%, and 9.9% more fuel 
than the non-receding horizon trajectory, respectively.  In addition, the receding horizon 
trajectories arrived at the destination 17, 18, and 18 minutes after the non-receding 
horizon trajectory, respectively. 
     Figure 5.20 gives the sensitivity of receding horizon trajectory performance to 
different execution horizons in the presence of a medium dynamic obstacle with hard 
avoidance constraints.  The avoidance region is the red box and there is a map of the 
United States in the background to provide perspective.  The planning horizon for this 
example consists of 12 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 minutes.  The receding 
horizon trajectories with longer execution horizons do not reroute south of the obstacle 
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as they did in Fig. 5.19.  Instead, they first adjust their route to go south of the obstacle, 
but then change direction close to the obstacle and pass to the north.  The trajectory 
with an execution horizon of 2 waypoints was the closest to the non-receding horizon 
trajectory, burning only 1.8% more fuel and arriving 6 minutes later.  The 3, 6, and 8 
waypoint trajectories were not quite as close, and they burned 4.2%, 4.4%, and 4.5% 
more fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory.  Furthermore, the 3, 6, and 8 
waypoint trajectories arrived 9, 10, and 10 minutes later than the non-receding horizon 
trajectory. 
     Figure 5.21 presents the effect of different execution horizon lengths on receding 
horizon trajectory performance in the presence of a small dynamic obstacle with hard 
avoidance constraints.  The avoidance region is the red box and there is a map of the 
United States in the background to provide perspective.  The planning horizon for this 
example consists of 12 waypoints and the time step is 2.4 minutes.  In this example all 
of the receding horizon trajectories follow the same general path.  The trajectory with 8 
waypoints execution horizon shows a slight deviation over northeastern Kansas, and 
burned 1.1% more fuel than the non-receding horizon trajectory.  The receding horizon 
trajectories with 2, 4, and 6 waypoints in the execution horizon burned approximately 
the same amount of fuel as the non-receding horizon trajectory and arrived 
approximately 2 minutes later. 
     An additional comment on the effect of execution horizon on receding horizon 
trajectories in a dynamic environment is that the feasibility of the trajectory can be called 
into question if the execution horizon is too long.  If the environment is dynamic and 
unpredictable, a long execution horizon can make the trajectory vulnerable to obstacle 
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penetration due to infrequent updates of the planning horizon.  In other words, an 
obstacle could change its shape or dynamics and encroach on the aircraft before the 
receding horizon controller updates the environment.  This behavior was observed 
during extensive simulation of test case scenarios performed during this chapter. 
 
5.3.3  Summary of the Effect of Dynamic Disturbances 
Simulations were performed to analyze the sensitivity of receding horizon trajectory 
shape (length and curvature) to planning and execution horizon length in an 
environment containing dynamic obstacles.  This analysis only considered the case of 
dynamic hard avoidance constraints.  The general sensitivity between trajectory shape 
and planning and execution horizon length in a dynamic environment is similar to the 
sensitivity in a static environment: the receding horizon trajectory becomes is more 
efficient with long planning horizons and short execution horizons.  Similarly to the 
earlier analysis, the time step used in the simulations is 2.4 minutes and the maximum 
velocity of the aircraft is 470 knots. 
     The effect of planning horizon length on the trajectory shape was similar in trend but 
more substantial when compared to the static obstacle analysis.  The trajectories with 
longer planning horizons than the characteristic length of the obstacle made better 
course adjustment decisions, and the trajectories with the shorter planning horizons 
typically made poor decisions.  However, the poor decisions in the dynamic obstacle 
examples proved to be much more inefficient than in the static examples due to the fact 
that the poor decisions taken during the planning process often guided the aircraft in the 
path of the obstacle, further pushing the trajectory away from the optimal trajectory.   
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     The effect of execution horizon length on the receding horizon trajectories was also 
similar to the static obstacle examples, but much more severe.  When considering 
dynamic obstacles, especially ones where the motion might be unpredictable, it is 
extremely important to frequently update the environment in the receding horizon 
controller to maintain the feasibility of the trajectory.  The update rate of the receding 
horizon controller is directly related to the size of the execution horizon and the size of 
the time step.  Therefore, it is relatively straight forward to hypothesize that a receding 
horizon trajectory with a shorter execution horizon would perform better than a trajectory 
with a long execution horizon.  This behavior was observed in the simulations, where in 
general an execution horizon greater than 2 waypoints (with a time step of 2.4 minutes) 
caused significant differences in the trajectory.  In some cases the trajectory would be 
rendered infeasible due to the fact that the receding horizon controller would not update 
sufficiently quickly to track the progress of the dynamic obstacles. 
 
5.4 Receding Horizon Strategy for Multi-Scale Disturbances 
This chapter has shown that receding horizon control is very sensitive to planning 
horizon length, execution horizon length, and to the spatial and temporal scales of the 
environment.  Therefore, it is hard to choose a single “best” receding horizon strategy 
for a path planning problem of multiple scales.  The safest strategy would be to have a 
small time step and small execution horizon to ensure collision avoidance and trajectory 
feasibility in the presence of dynamic obstacles.  However, it was shown earlier that a 
long planning horizon length is needed to have an efficient trajectory.  The combination 
of a long planning horizon length and a small time step leads to many waypoints in the 
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planning horizon, which is not efficient computationally (see Chapter 4.4), and 
potentially not tractable in a real time setting.  Therefore, this research proposes an 
adaptive receding horizon strategy that switches between a set of planning horizons, 
execution horizons, and time step sizes based on the obstacle environment to ensure 
trajectory feasibility and to promote efficiency. 
     This strategy is based on the premise that the aircraft is aware of what type of 
obstacle it is closest to or most effected by, so that it can dynamically select the best 
planning horizon, execution horizon, and time step to fly the most efficient and safe 
trajectory.  This strategy uses the results presented earlier in this chapter. 
     It was found that in the case of large and medium sized obstacles with soft 
avoidance constraints the most optimal trajectory is generated with a long planning 
horizon and a long execution horizon.  This type of obstacle was designed to emulate 
an area of ice supersaturation, which is where persistent contrails are formed.  These 
areas are the largest, and most consistent disturbance appearing in this path planning 
problem, therefore it will serve as the default scale, known in this dissertation as Mode 
(1).  A second reason for making this the default mode is that persistent contrail 
formation is not a safety of flight issue, and therefore switching from its mode of 
operation does not introduce any risk to the trajectory. 
     The second scale considered by the controller is the case of a large, medium, or 
small obstacle with hard avoidance constraints.  These obstacles are designed to 
emulate thunderstorms, which are more threatening to safety, and therefore this scale 
takes priority over the default scale.  If the aircraft is within a specified radius of a 
thunderstorm, the receding horizon controller switches to a smaller execution horizon, 
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which updates the environment more frequently and promotes a more efficient and safe 
trajectory around the obstacle.  This scale is known as Mode (2). 
    The third and final scale considered by the controller is the case of a tiny obstacle 
with hard avoidance constraints.  Avoidance of this obstacle is intended to imitate 
collision avoidance, which is the most safety critical, and therefore takes priority over all 
other scales.   If the aircraft is within a specified radius of another aircraft, the receding 
horizon controller switches to a smaller time step, which updates the environment more 
frequently and promotes a safe route around the obstacle.  This scale is known as 
Mode (3). 
     Simulations were performed to test the viability of this strategy.  Table 5.3 presents 
the modes used by the receding horizon controller.  Figure 5.22 shows the performance 
of the new receding horizon strategy compared to two examples with fixed planning 
horizon, execution horizon, and time step.  The hard avoidance regions are shown as 
red boxes and the soft avoidance regions are shown as yellow boxes.  The top subplot 
is a horizontal representation of the trajectories, shown with a map of the United States 
in the background.  The bottom subplot is a vertical representation of the trajectories.  
The benefit of having a receding horizon strategy that can adapt to the type of obstacle 
in the environment is apparent in the figure, as the adaptive strategy shares the 
favorable characteristics of both the Mode (1) and Mode (2) trajectories.   
     The Mode (1) trajectory was generated with a planning horizon of 12 waypoints and 
an execution horizon of 6 waypoints.  This trajectory is designed with receding horizon 
characteristics that perform well with soft avoidance areas, and this behavior is seen by 
its ability to climb over the last soft obstacle with a minimal path length in the obstacle.  
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However, the execution horizon of this trajectory is poorly suited for an environment with 
dynamic hard constraints, which is visible by the overly conservative route generated 
around the three red boxes.   
     The Mode (2) trajectory was optimized with a planning horizon of 12 waypoints and 
an execution horizon of 2 waypoints.  This trajectory is suited to traverse an 
environment containing hard and dynamic obstacles because the receding horizon 
controller is able to update the environment frequently.  The shape of this trajectory was 
as expected; it was much more efficient navigating the three red boxes than the Mode 
(1) trajectory.  However, the Mode (2) trajectory was not as efficient with the soft 
obstacles as the Mode (1) trajectory.  The Mode (2) trajectory consisted of 157 nm of 
path length in the last soft obstacle, compared to only 9 nm for the Mode (1) trajectory. 
     The adaptive strategy presented in this section was effective in combining the 
positive qualities of the two fixed parameter trajectories.  The adaptive trajectory started 
with the same planning horizon and execution horizon as the Mode (1) trajectory, and 
then switched to the Mode (2) planning and execution horizon when the hard obstacles 
were within 600 nm of the aircraft.  At this point, the trajectory changes from the Mode 
(1) trajectory to the Mode (2) trajectory, which can be seen in Fig. 5.22 at a position 
over the western border of Missouri.  The adaptive trajectory maintains the Mode (2) 
planning and execution horizons until the aircraft has passed the red boxes, at which 
point the planning and execution horizon switch back to the Mode (1) values.  When the 
adaptive trajectory encounters the last soft obstacle, it behaves like the Mode (1) 
trajectory and climbs over the region with minimal path length in the obstacle.   
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     The adaptive trajectory outperformed the Mode (1) or Mode (2) trajectories.  It only 
burned 0.4% more fuel than the Mode (2) trajectory, and 3.6% less fuel than the Mode 
(1) trajectory.  In addition, the adaptive trajectory created 17 nm of path length within the 
obstacles, compared to 202 nm for the Mode (2) trajectory and 9 nm for the Mode (1) 
trajectory, although it should be noted that the Mode (1) trajectory completely diverted 
around the first soft obstacle. 
 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the sensitivity of the receding horizon control algorithm 
developed in this research to disturbances of multiple spatial and temporal scales.  It 
was observed that, in general, long planning horizons perform better than short planning 
horizons.  In addition, short execution horizons are superior when dynamic obstacles 
are present in the environment due to the faster update rate of the environment in the 
receding horizon controller.  When considering the case of three-dimensional soft 
avoidance, longer execution horizons were observed to be more efficient in climbs and 
descents around the obstacles.  An adaptive receding horizon strategy was developed 
from these results in an attempt to make a more general receding horizon controller, 
and the adaptive receding horizon strategy was shown to be both agile and effective in 
planning a path around obstacles of multiple scales. 
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Table 5.1. Characteristic lengths in 
nautical miles of the obstacles 
analyzed for this section. 
 Soft (nm) Hard (nm) 
large 509.1 339.4 
medium 349.9 226.8 
small 189.7 108.2 
tiny N/A 10.0 
 
 
Table 5.2. Maximum planning 
horizon lengths for number of 
waypoints in the planning 
horizon.  ∆t = 2.4 minutes. 
Np Max Length (nm) 
24 451.2 
16 300.8 
12 225.6 
8 150.4 
6 112.8 
4 75.2 
 
 
Table 5.3. A description of the modes used to switch 
between receding horizon parameters based on the 
scales in the environment. 
Mode (1) (2) (3) 
Np 12 12 12 
Ne 6 2 2 
∆t (min) 2.4 2.4 0.6 
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Figure 5.1. Simple example showing the relationship between the 
detailed trajectory (green), the line of sight (blue), and the cost-to-go 
(magenta). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Depiction of the characteristic length for a generic square 
obstacle. 
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a 
large sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a 
medium sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.5. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a 
small sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
 
 
Figure 5.6. Situation in which the path planning algorithm finds a feasible trajectory 
through the safety zone of another aircraft because the time step is too large. 
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Figure 5.7. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a large sized 
obstacle with soft avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.8. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a medium sized 
obstacle with soft avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a small sized 
obstacle with soft avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 12, dt = 2.4 min) around 
a large sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
 
 
Figure 5.11. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 16, dt = 2.4 min) around 
a medium sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 12, dt = 2.4 min) around 
a small sized obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 16, dt = 2.4 min) around a large sized 
obstacle with soft avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.14. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 12, dt = 2.4 min) around a medium sized 
obstacle with soft avoidance constraints. 
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Figure 5.15. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 12, dt = 2.4 min) around a small sized 
obstacle with soft avoidance constraints. 
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t = 0 t = 36 min 
t = 72 min t = 108 min 
t = 144 min t = end 
Figure 5.16. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a large sized 
dynamic obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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t = 0 t = 36 min 
t = 72 min t = 108 min 
t = 144 min t = end 
Figure 5.17. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a medium sized 
dynamic obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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t = 0 t = 36 min 
t = 72 min t = 108 min 
t = 144 min t = end 
Figure 5.18. Comparison of trajectories (Ne = 2, dt = 2.4 min) around a small sized 
dynamic obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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t = 0 t = 36 min 
t = 72 min t = 108 min 
t = 144 min t = end 
Figure 5.19. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 12, dt = 2.4 min) around a large sized 
dynamic obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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t = 0 t = 36 min 
t = 72 min t = 108 min 
t = 144 min t = end 
Figure 5.20. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 12, dt = 2.4 min) around a medium sized 
dynamic obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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t = 0 t = 36 min 
t = 72 min t = 108 min 
t = 144 min t = end 
Figure 5.21. Comparison of trajectories (Np = 12, dt = 2.4 min) around a small sized 
dynamic obstacle with hard avoidance constraints. 
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t = 0 t = 36 min 
t = 72 min t = 108 min 
t = 144 min t = end 
Figure 5.22. Comparison of the adaptive receding horizon strategy and receding horizon 
strategies of fixed parameters . 
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Chapter 6 
Practical Results and Additional 
Applications 
 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents applications of the receding horizon path planning algorithm 
developed in this dissertation.  One of the objectives of this research is to develop a 
method to reduce the environmental impact of aviation.  Persistent contrail formation is 
one of the larger effectors on the environment, and its mitigation is studied as an 
application of the receding horizon mixed-integer linear programming (RH-MILP) path 
planner developed in this research.  Persistent contrail mitigating trajectories are 
generated using RH-MILP and studied in depth for a single route example, and then the 
aggregate effect of the strategy is analyzed using data from multiple days.  The results 
of the persistent contrail mitigation application are compared to existing contrail 
mitigation techniques in the literature.   
     Additionally, convective weather is a disturbance that causes a loss of efficiency in 
the National Airspace System (NAS).  Fuel optimal routes around areas of convective 
weather are generated, and the performance of these trajectories is discussed.  The 
convective weather and persistent contrail scenarios are combined to form a multi-scale 
path planning problem to generate minimum fuel trajectories for reduced environmental 
impact.  Additional applications of the path planner are introduced, but not quantified. 
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6.2 RH-MILP for Persistent Contrail Mitigation 
The formation of persistent contrails is theorized to be one of the larger effectors on the 
environment from aviation.  Contrails form when the exhaust and entrained air pass 
through a thermodynamic state that is saturated with respect to water. Persistent 
contrails form when an aircraft creates a contrail in a specific area of the atmosphere 
called an ice super saturated region (ISSR), where the relative humidity with respect to 
ice (RHi) is greater than or equal to 100%.  In theory, if an aircraft avoids flying in 
ISSRs, it will not produce persistent contrails.  The examples of this section use the 
atmospheric model discussed in Chapter 2, where the primary source of data is the 
Rapid Update Cycle (RUC).  A single flight example is presented first, followed by the 
aggregate performance of the path planner, which accounts for data from multiple days.  
Lastly, the results are compared against existing contrail mitigation strategies in the 
literature. 
 
6.2.1  Example Persistent Contrail Mitigation Scenario 
This example considers a single flight from O’Hare International Airport (ORD) to Los 
Angeles International Airport (LAX) using atmospheric data from November 17, 2001.  
The objective of this example was to find a fuel optimal trajectory for this route while 
minimizing path length in areas containing RHi > 100%.  The fuel burn cost was derived 
from the model presented in Chapter 3.2, and the formulations of Chapter 3.4 describe 
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the dynamical and aircraft performance constraints.  Table 6.1 lists the receding horizon 
parameters and the aircraft performance limitations used in this example. 
     Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show trajectories overlaid on two-dimensional contour plots of 
the RHi field at different altitudes.  The blue, black, and red trajectories correspond to 
optimizations with 100%, 50%, and 0% contrail mitigation, respectively.  The trajectories 
were initiated at approximately 34,000 ft, it should be noted that the red and black 
trajectories are overlaid on each other in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.  The 0% and 50% contrail 
mitigation trajectories follow an almost identical straight line trajectory from ORD to LAX 
with the only difference being in the altitude.  The 100% contrail mitigation trajectory 
was forced to adjust its horizontal flight path in addition to its altitude to avoid flight into 
an area of RHi > 100%. 
 Figures 6.3 and 6.4 shows the aircraft and contrail mitigation performance associated 
with the trajectories presented in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.  Figure 6.3(a) shows the velocity 
profiles of the trajectories, and it is easy to see that the Mach numbers of the 0% and 
50% trajectories (red and black respectively) remain constant at roughly 0.78.  On the 
other hand, due to a longer flight path, the 100% trajectory (shown in blue) increases its 
Mach number in an attempt to arrive in LAX at the same time as the 0% trajectory.  
Figure 6.3(b) shows the altitude profiles of the trajectories.  The 0% trajectory does not 
change its altitude to avoid contrail formation.  The altitude increases on the 0% 
trajectory because the nominal flight condition changes for the step climb procedure.  
The 50% and 100% trajectories have the same nominal flight condition as the 0% but 
adjust their altitude to fly either above or under areas of RHi > 100%.  The persistent 
contrail length produced by each trajectory was normalized by the straight line distance 
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between ORD and LAX.  This normalized contrail length was 0.42 for the 0% trajectory, 
0.22 for the 50% trajectory, and 0.0 for the 100% trajectory. 
 Table 6.2 compares the performance of the three trajectories presented by this 
example.  The trajectory with 100% contrail penalty avoided producing any persistent 
contrails, but it consumed significantly more fuel than the other two trajectories.  The 
50% contrail penalty trajectory mitigated contrail formation by almost 50% by altering its 
altitude and only had a slight increase in fuel burn.   
 
6.2.2  Aggregate Route Results 
In Chapter 2, it was mentioned that the likelihood of existence of an ISSR depends on 
the time of day and also the time of year.  Figure 6.5 shows the dependence of 
persistent contrail frequency to the time of year [55, 80].  To understand the complete 
tradeoff between persistent contrail mitigation and increased fuel burn, this dependency 
needs to be considered.  Therefore, a selection of data from different times of day and 
times of year were compiled and tested using the path planning algorithm developed in 
this research.  The example uses the same ORD-LAX departure/arrival pair as before.  
The results of this study are given in Table 6.3.  There are 20 days of data, from 4 
distinct months at different times of the year.  The table presents the path length of 
persistent contrails for a trajectory with no contrail mitigation logic, the path length of 
persistent contrails produced with a contrail mitigation penalty in the algorithm, and the 
increased fuel burn for the persistent contrail mitigation trajectories.   
     Ideally, a year’s worth of data would be collected and analyzed to find the yearly 
average increase in fuel burn and percent of persistent contrails mitigated, and this is 
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recommended as a future extension of this dissertation.  In lieu of 365 days of data, 20 
days of data were selected to represent 4 weeks of data at different times of the year in 
an attempt to capture the seasonal variation in contrail production.  It was found that the 
strategy presented in this dissertation was able to mitigate 58% of persistent contrails 
with a 0.48% increase in fuel burn.  Of the 20 days of data, 9 were found to be 
conducive to persistent contrail formation, which is in the ballpark of the data presented 
in Fig. 6.5.  
 
6.2.3  Assessment of Operational Strategies 
Operational strategies for persistent contrail mitigation have been studied in the past.  
Klima showed that non-optimal contrail mitigation strategies can reduce persistent 
contrail coverage [21]. For the case of individual rerouting (each aircraft is rerouted 
independently), persistent contrails were reduced 65%-80%. For the case of weekly 
rerouting (custom routes are changed on a weekly basis), persistent contrails were 
reduced 55%-85% with a 1%-2% increase in operational costs. Other strategies 
proposed by Klima include routing aircraft away from the humid tropopause, flying more 
fuel efficient routes, and choosing a more northerly route for transatlantic flights [21].       
     Another strategy takes advantage of the geometry of the regions of ice super 
saturation.  Because regions of ice supersaturation are very thin, it has been proposed 
that altitude change is the best method to avoid contrail production. Mannstein et al. 
showed that small changes in aircraft altitude can significantly reduce the impact of 
contrails [22]. Williams and Noland also assessed the viability of altitude changes on 
contrail formation [23]. Fichter et al. found that contrail coverage could be reduced 
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approximately 45% by flying 6000 feet lower on average with a 6% penalty in fuel burn 
[24]. 
     This research is the first strategy to use optimization methods to determine the best 
trajectory for contrail mitigation and fuel conservation.  However, the drawback to this 
strategy is that it requires a large infrastructure and system improvement to the NAS for 
implementation, whereas some of the strategies in the literature do not.  Therefore, the 
optimal trajectories of this research can help determine the most effective method that 
can be implemented easily.  A finding of this research is that the optimal method for 
mitigating and/or avoiding persistent contrail formation is a simple attitude adjustment.  
This corroborates a subset of the existing literature [22-24] on operational methods for 
persistent contrail mitigation.  Some of these methods recommend placing altitude 
restrictions, or artificial ceilings, on flights that would create persistent contrails [23, 24].  
However, the infrequency of ice super saturated regions lends to the idea that altitude 
restrictions are not the most efficient solution.  For example, the study of Fichter et al. 
found that persistent contrails can be reduced 45% by flying 6000 feet lower on average 
with a 6% penalty in fuel burn [24], which is a much larger performance penalty than 
showed by this research.  The study that most closely aligns with the results of this 
research is the work of Mannstein et al, which calls for real-time altitude adjustments 
around ice super saturated regions once the region was sensed by the aircraft [22]. 
 
6.3 RH-MILP for Convective Weather Avoidance 
Thunderstorms are a leading cause of delay in the NAS, where the delays are a result 
of ground holds, in-flight holds, and general rerouting of aircraft around storms.  The 
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increased flight time corresponding to both in-flight holds and rerouting leads to 
increased environmental impact due to extra fuel burn emissions.  This section presents 
an application of the path planning algorithm developed in this research to thunderstorm 
avoidance.  The path planner generates minimum fuel routes around areas of 
convection that would hopefully alleviate some of the strain on the NAS due to 
thunderstorms. 
    Pilots have been observed to change their route to avoid thunderstorms with a VIP 
rating of 3 or greater.  In this research, areas with a VIP ≥ 3 were represented as 
cuboids, and flight through these regions was precluded with hard avoidance 
constraints.  The dynamics of a thunderstorm are very complicated and can be 
extremely hard to predict.  The path planner used the procedure outlined in Chapter 2 to 
account for the thunderstorm dynamics, where the general movement of the 
thunderstorm was predicted based on an extrapolation of the previous two time steps, 
and a margin of safety was implemented depending on the level of unpredictability of 
the storm.  This section presents an example of a single flight which encounters 
thunderstorms en-route.  The performance of the path planning algorithm is analyzed 
for the results of this application.  Lastly, the performance of the path planner is 
observed in a scenario that includes both persistent contrail mitigation and convective 
weather avoidance. 
 
6.3.1  Example Convective Weather Avoidance Scenario 
This example considers a single flight from O’Hare International Airport (ORD) to Los 
Angeles International Airport (LAX) using atmospheric data from May 7, 2008.  The 
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objective of this example was to find a fuel optimal trajectory for this route while 
avoiding flight through a storm with a VIP level three or greater.  The fuel burn cost was 
derived from the model presented in Chapter 3.2, and the formulations of Chapter 3.4 
describe the dynamical and aircraft performance constraints.  The receding horizon 
parameters are the same as Table 6.1 except that the execution horizon was set to 2 
waypoints.   
     Figure 6.6 shows the shape of the flight path in the presence of en-route convective 
weather, where each diagram in Fig. 6.6 corresponds to a different time.  The 
thunderstorms are represented in Fig. 6.6 as green and yellow shaded areas, where a 
green area corresponds to VIP < 3 and a yellow area depicts an area of VIP ≥ 3.  There 
is a map of the United States in the background to provide perspective, and the 
trajectory is shown by a red dashed line.  At the time of departure, the thunderstorms 
are located in a line extending from western Kansas to central Wisconsin, and the 
general movement of the storms is to the east.  It is apparent in Fig. 6.6(b) that the 
trajectory is going to encounter the thunderstorms, and adjusts its route to pass to the 
south of the storms, as is shown in Fig. 6.6(c).  As is seen in Fig. 6.6(f), the path planner 
successfully negotiated the disturbance of convective weather. 
 
6.3.2  Combined Strategy for Reduced Environmental Impact 
This example considers a single flight from O’Hare International Airport (ORD) to Los 
Angeles International Airport (LAX) using relative humidity data from November 17, 
2001, and convective weather data from May 7, 2008.  The objective of this example is 
to find a fuel optimal trajectory for this route while avoiding flight through a storm with a 
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VIP level three or greater, and assigning a penalty to flight through an area of RHi ≥ 
100%.  The fuel burn cost is derived from the model presented in Chapter 3.2, and the 
formulations of Chapter 3.4 describe the dynamical and aircraft performance 
constraints.  This trajectory is generated using the adaptive strategy described in 
Chapter 5. 
     Figures 6.7-6.12 show the shape of the flight path in the presence of en-route 
convective weather and persistent contrail mitigation constraints, where each figure 
corresponds to a different time.  The thunderstorms are represented as green and 
yellow shaded areas, where a green area corresponds to VIL < 3 and a yellow area 
depicts an area of VIL ≥ 3. Areas of ice super saturation are shown by red shading, 
based on the RHi field at approximately 34,000 feet.  Three trajectories of different 
persistent contrail formation penalty are compared, and the results are shown in Table 
6.4.  All three trajectories follow the same path in the horizontal plane, which is the 
same as the horizontal path generated in Fig. 6.6.  The differences between the 
trajectories can be seen in the vertical plane, where the different persistent contrail 
weightings cause the path planner to adjust altitude to control the amount of path length 
within an area of ice super saturation.  The trajectory with no penalty on contrail 
formation follows the nominal step climb profile, whereas the trajectory with the 
persistent contrail penalty tuned to 50% avoidance continues its climb at the first step 
climb point to a higher altitude above the area of RHi ≥ 100%.  The 100% persistent 
contrail avoidance trajectory starts its climb over the ice super saturation regions much 
earlier, eliminating the majority of the persistent contrails.  The 0% avoidance trajectory 
was used as a baseline to examine the tradeoff between persistent contrail mitigation 
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and increased fuel burn.  The 0% avoidance trajectory theoretically created persistent 
contrails with a combined length of 763 nm, compared to 544 nm for the 50% avoidance 
trajectory and 80 nm for the 100% avoidance trajectory.  The 50% avoidance trajectory 
burned 0.9% more fuel than the 0% trajectory, and the 100% avoidance trajectory 
burned 2.1% more fuel than the baseline. 
 
6.4 Additional Applications 
In addition to the persistent contrail mitigation and persistent contrail avoidance 
applications presented in this chapter, there are other potentially useful applications of 
this research.  The three additional applications introduced in this section are sonic 
boom mitigation, turbulence avoidance, and aircraft icing avoidance.  The sonic boom is 
a design driver for the development of supersonic transport because of possible 
increases in noise pollution along the flight path, especially over land routes.  
Turbulence and aircraft icing have recently contributed to accidents in air transportation.  
This section outlines how the path planning algorithm developed in the research could 
be applied to these issues in aviation. 
 
6.4.1  Sonic Boom Impact Mitigation 
Traditionally, noise impacts are concentrated to areas very close to airports, where the 
sound of arriving and departing aircraft affect the nearby population.  However, with a 
new emphasis on supersonic flight, the noise generated from a sonic boom will make 
noise pollution a more widespread impact [81].  One strategy proposed to mitigate the 
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impact of the sonic boom is to avoid repeated overflight of the same region, which 
essentially attempts to limit an area’s exposure to sonic booms [82].  For example, 
consider an arrival-departure pair of Teterboro, NJ, and San Jose, CA.  If the optimal 
roundtrip is flown 4 times per day, then the same points along the overland trajectory 
will be subjected to the sustained sonic boom impact 8 times per day.  This number can 
be reduced by restricting flight over the previously flown trajectories of the day.    
    Sonic boom mitigation can be accomplished using the path planning algorithm 
described in this research by coding the “boom carpet” region of a trajectory with 
avoidance constraints, and assigning a penalty to subsequent flights for overlapping 
boom carpets.  A boom carpet is the area of ground where the sonic boom is audible.  
Figure 6.13 shows a simulation of this scenario, where the first trajectory tracks a great-
circle trajectory from Teterboro to San Jose, and the return flight minimizes the overlap 
of the boom carpet regions, which diminishes boom carpet areas based on the previous 
overflight. 
 
6.4.2  Turbulence Avoidance 
Turbulence is a common occurrence on commercial flights, and is widely recognized as 
the primary cause of injuries to the passengers and crew onboard commercial aircraft.  
There are many causes of turbulence, such as thunderstorms, mountain waves, and 
clear air turbulence.  In addition, aircraft may encounter turbulence anywhere, including 
in remote areas where the turbulence forecasts lack the necessary resolution to prevent 
an incident due to turbulence.  The recent crash of Air France flight 447 on June 1, 2009 
has highlighted the importance of avoiding en-route turbulence.  Although the cause of 
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the crash is still uncertain, it is believed that the aircraft encountered severe turbulence 
and crashed off the cost of Brazil.  The crash occurred in a remote area of the ocean, 
where there is limited weather information available to pilots. 
     The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) has started research to 
develop a global forecast system to predict areas of turbulence [83].  Figure 6.14 shows 
some results of recent NCAR research [84], specifically a prediction of the turbulence 
encountered by Air France 441 on June 1, 2009.  NCAR is developing the forecast for 
implementation into the Next Generation Air Transportation System’s planned 4-D 
aviation weather database, and these data are a natural application of the path planning 
algorithm developed in this dissertation.  The areas of predicted turbulence can be 
coded with hard avoidance constraints to preclude any feasible trajectory from the area, 
and provide an additional margin of safety to commercial flights. 
 
6.4.3  Icing Avoidance 
Aircraft icing is widely recognized as a significant hazard to aircraft operations.  During 
the years 1990 to 2005, 35,317 aircraft accidents and incidents were reported in the 
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) accident database [85]. Out of these 
35,317 accidents and incidents, 803 were related to flight into icing conditions.  Of the 
accidents involving structural icing, 18 occurred during part 121 (commercial) 
operations, and 91 occurred during part 135 (on-demand) operations.  According to the 
database, the effects of icing are not limited to smaller aircraft.  Transport category 
aircraft including mid-size jet aircraft, regional jets, and turboprops have all experienced 
problems with icing.  The most recent fatal accidents involving a transport category 
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aircraft occurred on February 12, 2009 and January 9, 1997.  On February 12, 2009, 
Colgan 3407 crashed on final approach to Buffalo Niagara International Airport due to 
an inadvertent stall partially caused by flight into icing conditions.  On January 9, 1997, 
Comair 3272 entered icing conditions and departed controlled flight on approach to 
Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport.   
     The path planning algorithm developed in this research may be applied to icing 
avoidance given knowledge of where the icing conditions exist.  The Current Icing 
Product (CIP) combines data from multiple sources to create a detailed three-
dimensional hourly forecast of the potential for icing and supercooled large droplet 
(SLD) conditions [86].  Figure 6.15 shows an output of the CIP that could be used to 
model the avoidance regions of the path planner.  Note that the SLD conditions could 
be treated with hard constraints, and the other areas of icing could be treated as soft 
constraints with a penalty function. 
 
6.5 Summary 
This chapter presented practical applications and simulation results of the path planning 
algorithm developed in this dissertation.  The algorithm proved to be successful in 
negotiating an environment with a persistent contrail formation penalty, as well as 
convective weather avoidance constraints.  The performance of the path planning 
algorithm in the persistent contrail mitigation scenario was analyzed for multiple days to 
investigate the operational feasibility of persistent contrail mitigation.  The trajectories 
generated with the path planner were compared to existing non-optimal contrail 
mitigation strategies to seek a best near term solution for persistent contrail mitigation.  
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Additional applications of the path planning algorithm were introduced and remain to be 
studied in detail in future work. 
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Table 6.1. Receding horizon parameters and aircraft performance limits. 
Number of steps in planning horizon (Np) 12 
Number of steps in the execution horizon (Ne) 6 
Time step size (∆t) 3 min 
Maximum en-route velocity (Vmax) 470 knots 
Minimum en-route velocity (Vmin) 417 knots 
Maximum altitude (zmax) 42,000 ft 
Minimum altitude (zmin) 28,000 ft 
 
 
Table 6.2.  Comparison of receding horizon trajectory performance. 
 Contrail Penalty 0% Contrail Penalty 50% 
Contrail Penalty 
100% 
Max. Velocity 454.1 knots 454.1 knots 467.3 knots 
Avg. Velocity 450.6 knots 450.6 knots 464.8 knots 
Total Fuel Burn 20,431 lbs 20,734 lbs 21,695 lbs 
Flight Time 3.55 hrs 3.55 hrs 3.60 hrs 
Normalized Contrail 
Length 0.42 0.22 0.00 
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Table 6.3.  Performance comparison of trajectories generated with data from different 
days. 
Date: 11/14/2001 11/15/2001 11/16/2001 11/17/2001 11/18/2001
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(no mitigation) (nm) 
0 0 264 375 132 
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(with mitigation) 
(nm) 
0 0 87 202 65 
Increase fuel burn 
(%) 0 0 0.6% 1.5% 0.4% 
      
Date: 1/12/2002 1/13/2002 1/14/2002 1/15/2002 1/16/2002 
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(no mitigation) (nm) 
0 402 176 214 0 
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(with mitigation) 
(nm) 
0 230 38 55 0 
Increase fuel burn 
(%) 0 0.8% 1.2% 1.3% 0 
      
Date: 5/12/2002 5/13/2002 5/14/2002 5/15/2002 5/16/2002 
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(no mitigation) (nm) 
129 0 0 0 64 
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(with mitigation) 
(nm) 
55 0 0 0 23 
Increase fuel burn 
(%) 0.5% 0 0 0 0.4% 
      
Date: 9/12/2002 9/13/2002 9/14/2002 9/15/2002 9/16/2002 
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(no mitigation) (nm) 
0 168 0 0 0 
Path length of 
persistent contrails 
(with mitigation) 
(nm) 
0 50 0 0 0 
Increase fuel burn 
(%) 0 0.8% 0 0 0 
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Table 6.4.  Comparison of receding horizon trajectory performance. 
 Contrail Penalty 0% Contrail Penalty 50% 
Contrail Penalty 
100% 
Max. Velocity 464.3 knots 464.3 knots 464.3 knots 
Avg. Velocity 453.6 knots 453.6 knots 453.6 knots 
Total Fuel Burn 21,367 lbs 21,559 lbs 21,816 lbs 
Flight Time 3.65 hrs 3.65 hrs 3.66 hrs 
Normalized Contrail 
Length 0.48 0.32 0.04 
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(b) 
Figure 6.1.  Fuel optimal trajectories overlaid on contour plots of the Rhi field at times of 
(a) 1730Z, (b) 1800Z.  A map showing the boundaries of North America is in the 
background.   The blue line corresponds to 100% avoidance, the black line to 50% 
avoidance, and the red line to 0% avoidance. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.2.  Fuel optimal trajectories overlaid on contour plots of the Rhi field at times of 
(a) 1900Z, and (b) 1940Z.  A map showing the boundaries of North America is in the 
background.   The blue line corresponds to 100% avoidance, the black line to 50% 
avoidance, and the red line to 0% avoidance. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.3.  Aircraft performance: (a) velocity time history, (b) altitude time history.  The 
blue line corresponds to 100% avoidance, the black line to 50% avoidance, and the red 
line to 0% avoidance. 
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(b) 
Figure 6.4.  Aircraft performance: (a) fuel burn time history, (b) persistent contrail 
formation bar graph.  The blue line corresponds to 100% avoidance, the black line to 
50% avoidance, and the red line to 0% avoidance. 
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Figure 6.5. Yearly cycle of total distance traveled (a) and contrail frequency (b).   The 
different shading in (a) indicates different times of day, and the heavy black line in (b) 
shows the seasonal mean [55]. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 6.6. Receding horizon trajectory for convective weather avoidance.  This 
trajectory was generated with a planning horizon of 12 and an execution horizon of 2. 
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Figure 6.7. Receding horizon trajectories for a scenario involving both persistent 
contrail mitigation and convective weather avoidance (t = 0 min). 
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Figure 6.8. Receding horizon trajectories for a scenario involving both persistent 
contrail mitigation and convective weather avoidance (t = 36 min). 
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Figure 6.9. Receding horizon trajectories for a scenario involving both persistent 
contrail mitigation and convective weather avoidance (t = 72 min). 
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Figure 6.10. Receding horizon trajectories for a scenario involving both persistent 
contrail mitigation and convective weather avoidance (t = 108 min). 
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Figure 6.11. Receding horizon trajectories for a scenario involving both persistent 
contrail mitigation and convective weather avoidance (t = 144 min). 
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Figure 6.12. Receding horizon trajectories for a scenario involving both persistent 
contrail mitigation and convective weather avoidance (t = end). 
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Figure 6.13. Sonic boom impact mitigation trajectories.  KTEB is in Teterboro, NJ, and KSJC 
is in San Jose, CA. 
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Figure 6.14.  Turbulence forecast for June 1, 2009 [74].  The dashed line is the flight 
path of Air France 447. 
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Figure 6.15. Current Icing Product forecast for March 5, 2010. 
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Chapter 7 
Summary, Conclusions, and 
Recommendations 
 
7.1 Summary 
This dissertation presented a path planning framework to deal with trajectory generation 
problems in the presence of multi-scale obstacles.  Chapter 1 introduced path planning 
in the context of mitigating environmental impact while increasing safety and efficiency 
in the national air transportation system.  It also provided the literature that helped frame 
the development of the research.  Chapter 2 introduced the atmospheric data used to 
model the environment in the path planning chapters of the dissertation.  It also 
discussed the mechanism of contrail formation, and provided details on the source of 
the relative humidity data as well as the persistent contrail formation model.  The 
convective weather model was explained, and the source of radar data was discussed.  
Chapter 3 showed the development of a three-dimensional path planning problem.  
Much of this path planning algorithm followed from existing work [40, 41]; however, this 
chapter developed a much more realistic aircraft performance and fuel burn model than 
previously employed, and analyzed the difference between quadratic and linear cost 
functions.  Chapter 4 presented a novel cost-to-go formulation designed for the 
inclusion of soft avoidance constraints in the receding horizon MILP.  This chapter 
stepped through the development of the algorithm and provided simulation results for an 
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example scenario.  An analysis of the algorithm was conducted to describe how the 
running time increased with problem size.  Chapter 5 gave an analysis of how the 
receding horizon controller was sensitive to disturbances of multiple scales in the 
environment.  A “best” receding horizon strategy was proposed, which adapted 
successfully to a problem with multiple scales in the environment.  Chapter 6 showed 
the practical applications of this algorithm.  The algorithm was shown to be a viable 
technique to mitigate persistent contrail formation. The results were compared to 
existing contrail mitigation strategies.  Additionally, the dissertation investigated 
simulation results for multi-scale scenarios involving both contrail mitigation and 
thunderstorm avoidance.  Lastly, Chapter 6 presented other practical applications for 
this work including turbulence avoidance, sonic boom mitigation, and aircraft icing 
avoidance. 
 
7.2 Conclusions 
This dissertation presented a framework of a receding horizon path planner for a real 
time air traffic management application that included an accurate model of aircraft fuel 
burn, a new receding horizon cost-to-go algorithm, and a model of the atmosphere that 
included both hard and soft constraints.  The performance of the algorithm was tested 
through simulation, and the practicality of the path planner was investigated though 
example scenarios using real data.  The specific conclusions in the dissertation are 
listed below: 
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• This research showed that a more realistic cost function can operate within 
the bounds of tractability, as long as it is piecewise linear and the number 
of binary variables in the optimization are bounded.  Prior to this 
dissertation, MILP (mixed-integer linear programming) had mostly been 
used in relatively simple problems involving the creation of feasible, and 
time optimal trajectories through a field of obstacles.  Recent research in 
MILP path planning techniques has tended more toward robustness of the 
algorithm than an assessment of the algorithm’s value in a real-life 
scenario.  Chapter 3 provided a more realistic cost function involving fuel 
burn as a function of velocity, altitude, acceleration, and climb rate.   
 
• A novel cost-to-go formulation designed for the inclusion of soft avoidance 
constraints in the receding horizon MILP was developed with this research.  
Existing research has used receding horizon MILP as a path planning 
technique for environments containing hard avoidance constraints.  The 
cost-to-go in these formulations restricted the path of least cost in the cost-
to-go to pass through the vertices of the obstacles in the environment.  
This is not an efficient strategy for soft avoidance constraints, where a flight 
path can pass through the obstacle and incur a penalty.  The performance 
of this algorithm was tested and it was shown to be very close to the 
performance and shape of trajectories generated with a non-receding 
horizon MILP formulation. 
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• The performance of receding horizon MILP was shown to be very sensitive 
to both the planning horizon and execution horizon lengths in the receding 
horizon controller.  In Chapter 5 the sensitivity of the receding horizon 
trajectories was investigated in environments containing both hard and soft 
avoidance constraints that were both static and dynamic.  The results of 
this sensitivity were used to develop a receding horizon strategy with 
variable planning and execution horizons that adapt to the scale of the 
obstacles in the environment.  The performance of the adaptive strategy 
was tested through simulation and was shown to perform better than a 
fixed horizon formulation. 
 
• The path planning algorithm was tested in several real-world examples to 
show its effect on the environmental impact of aviation.  In Chapter 6, the 
algorithm was applied to the problem of persistent contrail mitigation, and it 
showed that it can mitigate, on average over a year, 58% of persistent 
contrails with an increase in fuel consumption of 0.48%.  The algorithm 
was shown to be successful in examples of convective weather avoidance, 
and in a combined example of persistent contrail mitigation and convective 
weather avoidance.  
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7.3 Recommendations 
In addition to the contributions listed above, recommendations for future research 
directions are listed below: 
 
• Include a more realistic model for the constraints in the National 
Airspace System (NAS). 
The research conducted for this dissertation assumed a free-flight type of 
system for Air Traffic Control (ATC).  Operationally, there are many 
prescribed routes and waypoints that aircraft follow en-route, and there can 
be unexpected instructions from ATC such as holding and other flow 
controls.  It would be interesting to see how the path planning algorithm in 
this dissertation would react to such constraints, and how sector capacity 
would be affected by persistent contrail mitigation and convective weather 
avoidance. 
 
• Investigate the effect of parallel computation on the computational 
performance of the algorithm. 
As was explained in the dissertation, mixed-integer linear programming is 
NP-Hard in the number of binary variables.  It was shown in the 
dissertation that receding horizon trajectory accuracy increased with the 
number of waypoints in the planning horizon; however, larger planning 
horizons tend to become intractable.  Parallel computation should be 
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explored as a possible technique to share the computational burden and 
allow larger problem formulations to be tractable in real-time.   
 
• Expand the flight envelope of the aircraft model to include arrival and 
departure performance and fuel consumption. 
Arrival and departure routes are greatly affected by convective weather.  
Furthermore, one of the additional applications listed in Chapter 6 is aircraft 
icing, which usually occurs during the arrival/approach segment of a flight.  
Expanding the flight envelope of the aircraft model would enable these 
scenarios to be more thoroughly investigated.   
 
• Explore different atmospheric data sources for relative humidity with 
respect to ice (RHi). 
The RHi data used in this dissertation were obtained from the Rapid 
Update Cycle (RUC) model.  Although these data are not accurate, they 
are representative of the size and shape of observed areas of ice super 
saturation, and were therefore used in this dissertation for the purpose of 
tool development.  In lieu of gridded RHi data, a RHi field could be created 
using in situ measurements from aircraft en-route.  This data field would be 
less regular than a 3-D grid, therefore presenting an interesting controls 
problem with limited data.  
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